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Shively Pattern Work: "The explosion in the number of 
lower-power "shoehorned-in" stations, with their highly 
directional pattern requirements, have necessitated the 
need for more diverse radiator options - ones that can 
provide more narrow and precise patterns with accuracy 
and repeatability, while at the same time providing a more 
affordable solution, overall." 
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Let's Keep It Clean: "When all of ourfuel was pumped 
into his holding tank, Taylor did an inspection of our empty 
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generator's fuel tank 

It is recommended that diesel fuel samples be taken 
annually if the fuel is stored more than four months. This is 
a way to monitor the quality of your fuel and to prevent 
downtime." 
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Air Cooling Blues - Part 2: "In this second install-
ment, we wil look at the effects of inadequate cooling on 
a solid-state 
this story is 
beginning b 
on the amplifier circuits started failing and no one knew 
why. There were other problems unrelated to cooling but 
they were ironed out during the warranty period. The 
long running issue were the overheating RF transistors 
and electrolytic capacitors. 

air-cooled transmitter. The tricky part of 
he fact that the transmitter was OK in the 
, as the months went on, some components 
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Shively Pattern Work 
Constantly Evolving, Consistently Accurate, Continually Essential 

by Jonathan Clark 

The old expression, "the only constant is change," 

certainly should have been coined for the world of FM 
pattern work. Whether you're talking about the available 

technology, the accepted procedures, or even the most 
basic reasons for its incredible importance to a station, 
pattern work constantly evolves. Shively Labs has been 
at the forefront of this evolution at every iteration, 

providing creative solutions for current issues, with 
accuracy second to none. 

Regardless of constantly changing parameters, re-
liably achieving accuracy and predictability has al-
ways been Shively's top priority. 

Since FM pattern work first began, the parameters 

have constantly evolved for everyone involved — the 
stations, the consultants, the manufacturers, and even 
the regulatory authorities. The change has been con-
stant, but the need for accuracy has always been para-
mount. Consultants need to know their designs can be 
met; stations need accurate indications about where 
their signal can be received; the authorities need to be 
assured their rules are being followed; and manufac-
turer needs to be confident that their products and 
solutions match all those expectations. 

Back in the 70's & 80's, most stations were facing 
omnidirectional pattern requirements (while at the same 
time, dreaming of targeted, optimized signals they felt 

would serve them better). Nowadays, stations are more 
often faced with extremely complex patterns, surgically 
designed by hard-working, creative consultants to fit into 
a very specific space. But even though the requirements 

and desires may 
have rotated 180-
degrees over the 
past fifty years, the 
need for knowing 
exactly what the 
antenna system 
can deliver is as 
important as ever. 

With each step 
forward in tech-
nology (full-size 
testing ... to scale models ... to HFSS computer-modeling) 
the flexibility, range, and scope of pattern work has in-
creased. The sheer number of iterations that can be tried on 
any specific project has increased exponentially, while at 
the same time, "dead-ends" and wasted time during the 
design phase has been significantly reduced. This benefits 
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Scale Model Towers 

everyone, as more effort can be directed to finding the best 
solutions, and the evolutionary nature of the changes allow 
a higher level of verification as well — a solution found in 
HFSS can be proven on the test range, or vice-versa. 

Stations need to be heard, but they also need to be 
legal — and to be able to afford the solution. 

As pattern requirements for licensing have gotten more 
and more rigorous and precise, the need for tools to 
examine not only more iterations, but also formerly untried 
solutions or configurations must be considered. Decades 
ago, Shively led the efforts to certify super-detailed scale-
modeling as an alternative to full-size testing, as that 
"new" technology allowed a huge increase in the number 
of potential solutions that could be examined in the same 
amount of time that a full-sized study would require — as 
well as being far freer from the interferences that have 
always plagued full-size test ranges. Fast-forward to today, 
and HFSS now is having a similar effect on scale-model 
testing — allowing even more iterations per study, more 
details about the radiator, parasitic elements, the tower and 
appurtenances, other coax running through the antenna's 
aperture, or anything else that can affect the RF path. 

HFSS Computer-Generated Modeling 
Furthermore, this software-driven aspect allows even 

more automation of the process — an "Optimetrics" module 
within HFSS allows Shively technicians to carefully estab-
lish constraints and parameters of the antenna mounting, 
and parasitic element design, then run the iterations over-

night or at other times the factory would be shut down, 
further expanding the amount of analysis that can be 
completed in the allotted time frame. At the same time, 
HFSS can also simultaneously provide additional data on 
other essential radiation characteristics, such as upward 
and downward radiation components, allowing Shively to 
present much more comprehensive info in an easy-to-
visualize 3D format than was possible even a decade ago. 

Software isn't the only change impacting the world of 
patterns. New requirements to allow the squeezing of sta-
tions into crowded markets, or adding a booster, also drive 
R&D work into new antenna radiator designs and configu-
rations. It wasn't that long ago that, regardless of power or 
location, a station's antenna options for a directional re-
quirement were very limited, and often, very expensive. The 
explosion in the number of lower-power "shoehorned-in" 
stations, with their highly directional pattern requirements, 
have necessitated the need for more diverse radiator options 
— ones that can provide more narrow and precise patterns 
with accuracy and repeatability, while at the same time 
providing a more affordable solution, overall. The number 
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of Shively radiators that can be utilized for these new 
requirements has increased significantly over the last several 
years, alone. Yes, 
the high power 
Shively Model 
6810 workhorse 
still carries much 
of the load, but 
Shively now has a 
large variety of 
models, in differ-
ent side-mount, 
panel, and log-pe-
riodic styles, in-
cluding those that 
can be deployed in 
cost-effective so-
lutions that can get 
the station on the 
air, without emp-
tying the bank ac-
count. 

This contin-
ued emphasis on 
process refine-
ment, the interweaving of new applications with time-
proven techniques, and new product R&D, all combine to 
provide the tools Shively's engineering staff need to en-
sure a stations signals are getting to the right place. 

But, techniques and products are still just the tools; 
it's always the craftsmen that wield them that really 
make the difference. 

Beyond all the new hardware, testing environments, 
and procedures, Shively has remained a leading supplier to 
the world FM industry for nearly 60 years due to the people 
behind the teçh. Over that time, Shively has enjoyed 
tremendous *ally from their customers, but also from 
their own engineering staff. These killed engineers and 
technicians, many of whom have been focused for decades 
on understanding the products and the rules, selflessly 
share their knowledge and experience with new techni-
cians entering the ranks, allowing continuity through any 
changes, internal, or external. Many who have retired still 
give huge amounts of their time and knowledge back to the 
next generation of technicians, to both keep the process 
consistent, and volving at the same time. Math, physics, 
and RF engine ring skills are all required, of course, but 
also a knack f& assembly, creativity, and the ability to 

learn from the history without being confined to it are 
essential for success, and harder to find. And always at the 
core, the passion to listen and understand the ever-chang-

ing needs and desires of the broadcasters and their consult-
ants is crucial to everyone's success. 

Stations face a similar situation in their own engi-
neering departments, so it is always gratifying to see call 
letters, or names, or both, return time and time again, 
confident their unique solutions will be found, accu-
rately, and consistently, regardless of the time that has 
passed since the last project. 

For decades, faced with FM patterns that are omni, 
directional, or sometimes seemingly "unachievable" in 
nature, Shively has pioneered industry-leading techniques 

and products to solve real-world broadcasting problems. 
Drawing upon years of experience with full-size, precise-
scale, and now three-dimensional HFSS computer-gener-
ated modeling, Shively has the techniques, products, and 
most importantly, the experience and personnel to provide 
unmatched FM pattern solutions that are accurate, afford-
able, and trusted by stations, consultants, and regulatory 
agencies around the world. -Radio Guide 
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Studio Sit 

Good Feedback 
Reactions to Radio Gear and Revisiting Connections 

by George Zahn 

Last issue, I was talking about a few fun gadgets 
that might help broadcasters improve sound and the 
ability to navigate as we come out of the pandemic. 
Later, I'll pass along some feedback I received and 
experienced with one of the microphones and also 
another mic that might just be a favorite of a colleague 
for USB applications. 

First, the situation that's been discussed in this col-
umn multiple times over the last year. I looked back a 

year and was asking if the Covid pandemic would create 
a long-term alteration for radio. Given new spikes and the 
Delta variant, we may not be out of the Covid conundrum 
yet, which means stations returning to full status quo 
from pre-pandemic days may not be here for a while. 

I'm involved with recording and producing weekly 
radio segments with a wide range of business people, and 
the running consensus is that business, be it working in 
the office or meetings and business travel, would be 
altered almost permanently by what we experienced with 
distance solutions. The impetus for broadcasters to get 
back to "normal" is the lack of quality audio from many 
sources such as smart phones, compressed and washed 
out, inconsistent digital audio from the meeting services 
such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams, etc. But what if we 
could minimize the digital "interference" and reduce the 
lack of fidelity and still allow non-radio guests or exter-
nal broadcast talent to join us remotely, but still sound as 

if they're in the studio. 

To Spend or Not To Spend? 
Is it worth investing in devices that will allow for 

better fidelity from distant talent — people that might still 
be limited from coming into our studios? Is it worth 
linking them in to keep continuity on air short term and 
at what cost for that equipment? 

I might flip the questions above on their heads and 
ask, if we could use a device that would allow distant 
broadcasters to get audio to us, might well help even after 

the pandemic is eventually over. In other words, the 
equipment we purchase to get through the remaining 
months of Covid might well have uses beyond the 
pandemic period. What if we could bring in free-lance 
colleagues from other stations for recording sessions and 

create liners, interviews, and spots, in a sort of a swap of 
talent between stations. My talent will cut some spots for 
you — your talent will cut some spots for me. This could 

add more vocal variety to stations and add value to gear 
originally bought for Covid times. 

Extra voices are just one way to maximize a CODEC 
unit which requires an encoder on the send end and a 

decoder on the receive end. That doesn't work well for a 
reporter in the field during an emergency broadcast or a 

guest who doesn't have a CODEC unit conveniently in 
their home or office. 

Opal-Essence 
There's a device that's been around for a few years 

that might have new uses during the latter pandemic time. 

The Comrex Opal is an audio "gateway" device that 
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utilizes their OPUS encoding to create near studio qual-
ity audio from a cell phone or a computer with USB 
microphone. 
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This takes us beyond the CODEC, or the simple and 
standard telephone hybrid that most of us have been 
using. Imagine trying to line up a guest or an announcer 
or reporter in another location. You, as host or producer, 
simply send an e-mail invitation to that person with a 
designated web link that they click to connect. 

From their smart phone, tablet, laptop, or desktop, the 
remote guest connects from their consumer quality de-
vice, and the OPUS encoding and decoding create a 
quality far better than the standard dial up or cell phone 
connection. The device will handle two discreet "lines" 
coming in and has analog XLR and AES3 digital input 
and output. 

Comrex touts that the guest receiving the message 
doesn't have to have any special or compander unit — or 
even any knowledge of technology. They click a link, 
enable the microphone on the phone or a USB mic on 

their computer, and they connect to the studio in far better 
than dial-up quality. The interface can utilize most stan-
dard browsers including Firefox, Chrome, and Opera, 
and for Apple users, Safari. The Opal receive device is a 
1/2 U rack size. The general cost in shopping around is 
about $ 1,700 for a Comrex Opal. 

Even if we're not using remote connections such as a 
CODEC or devices like the Opal, why aren't we, as 

stations, looking into a voice swap system that might be 
as simple as dropbox or Hightail.com for sharing? We 
could take the "thinking out of the box" ideas that many 
stations may be using and make that part of the "new 

normal" in radio. 

Two "Shure" Things 
I wanted to follow up on a microphone I wrote about 

last issue and also one unsolicited "review" added by a 
colleague. The first I wanted to mention was a model I 
had a brief chance to sample. The Shure MV88 lightning 
connector microphone is a fairly inexpensive way to turn 
your iPad or iPhone into a recording device with a better 

microphone input than the standard built in microphone 
on the device itself. My Operations Manager, Dave 
Schram, is our resident Apple guru. We had the opportu-
nity to try the simple "plug and play" MV88 microphone 
on his iPad with decent results. 

We did not get the chance to record a broad frequency 
range with the small microphone, but the fidelity overall 
was good. I found this particular mic to be just a bit bright 
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or thin — a problem I've encountered with some of the 
built-in microphones on early Zoom handheld recorders 
(I still have two of the H2 models that work well for quick 

field recording). I 
wanted just a bit 
more solid bottom 
"umph," but for in-
telligibility The 
MV88 is a stereo 
microphone and 
comes with a 
windscreen and 
nice case for be-
tween $ 100 $ 170 
without any xtra 
accessories. 

Now, feedback 
I received from an-
other colleague, 
Peabody Award-
winning procucer 
Mark Magistrelli. I 
have produced sev-
eral projects with 
Mark and I trust his 
ear. He recently 
had the opportu-
nity to listen ii 

an announce t 
USB. This mic 
in shape the lo 

While the SM7B standard microphone will generally 
cost $400-$50, the slightly lesser USB version MV7 
runs about $25p-$300 and, as many newer USB micro-
phones do, is hybrid featuring both USB and XLR 
connectors. Mark's reaction to the MV7 USB was that it 
was near studio quality, high praise from a decent set of 
ears, and something 
I don't hear oen 
from someone is-
cussing a USB mi-
crophone. 

While checking 

some reviews ofithe 
MV7 USB, on of 
the biggest com-
plaints seemed t be 
that the USB C jack 
on the microphdne 
can loosen if treated roughly. Those who have used both 
MV7 USB and the SM7B seem to still prefer the more 
expensive version SM7B for non-USB use. If you're 
looking for an alternative to the often less than satisfac-
tory built-in laptop microphones, the MV7 USB might 
be an interesting choice. The MV7 USB also has a 
headphone jack fOr monitoring. 

Both ShurecWvices mentioned here are enhanced by 
Shure's MOTIV app, which is downloaded to the laptop 
or other device, aid allows for a wide range ofprocessing 
options including EQ, level control, and more. MOTIV 
can also allow th4 stereo lightning connector MV88 to 
switch pickup patterns. 

on 
st of another Shure microphone, the MV7 
phone, while not an exact copy, resembles 
kg-standing audio staple Shure SM7B. 

Shure MV88 
Lightning Connector Microphone 

George Zahn is 
and Station Manage 
ties in Springdale, 
Guide and welcome 
others by sen 
gzahn@mkcommunites.org 

Peabody Award winning radio producer 
or WMKV-FM at Maple Knoll Commun!-
¡o. He is a regular contributor to Radio 

your feedback. Share your stories with 
ing ideas and comments to: 
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Let's Keep It Clean! 

by Scott Schmeling 

I'm not talking about on-air program content or office 
conversation. I'm referring to something much less com-
monly thought of... even more "out of sight—out ofmind" 
than our generators we talked about last time. 

Last issue I chronicled various generator issues we'd 
been having over the years at a particular transmitter site. 
Toward the end of the article I mentioned that Tim, the 

Generator Services guy, talked about the "crud" in the 
diesel fuel plugging filters and that he had suggested I call 
a fuel and tank cleaning company. Until he mentioned it, 

I had no idea they existed — but I'm no mechanic! 
I spoke with Taylor Hibbing of Midwest Fuel Polish-

ing & Tank Cleaning, not far from us in Sibley, Iowa. He 
told me about the process and how important it was to 

have your fuel checked, and we scheduled a time for him 
to come and "polish my diesel fuel!" In the meantime, 

Taylor emailed me some information to look over and to 
share with you. Some of the items in this article will be 

taken directly from that email. 
For us, generators can be considered Mission Criti-

cal because when our electric utility experiences a 
failure in our area, it's the generator that keeps us on the 
air. This is especially critical in times of emergency such 
as during or after a devastating storm or other catastro-

phe. For example, earlier this year when Texas experi-
enced extreme (for them) cold weather causing multiple 

power outages over several days. In a case such as this, 
a generator (with clean fuel) will allow a radio station to 

stay on the air and provide invaluable service to its 
listeners. 

I live and work in Minnesota. Let me digress here for 
a moment — Minnesota has a reputation with some 
people as being cold all the time. Yes, we embrace our 
cold winters, as displayed during the 2018 Super Bowl 
in Minneapolis when we literally played in the snow and 
ice. But right now we're in the midst of a hot summer 
with multiple 90-degree days. I like to say it's the 
extreme cold and intense heat that give us the beautiful 
average temperatures we love so much, but I... 

As Taylor's information says, Diesel fuel (and 
gasoline for that matter) is an excellent product that is 
highly refined and very efficient. Because of that, and 

the fact most generators don't run that often, the fuel 

tends to stay in the tank for a long period of time before 
it is used. Diesel fuel ages quickly. Within a month it 

is already losing some of its refinement specifications. 
And with the temperature swings, especially in this 
part of the country, condensation occurs, bringing 
moisture into the tank. That moisture can cause rust to 
form inside the tank, but can also cause microbial 
growth (algae) in the fuel. There are additives that can 
be added to slow this, but the inevitable will still 

happen — often in six months to a year. 
Taylor defines fuel polishing as "dialysis" for your 

fuel. His service pumps the fuel and its contaminants out 

of the tank and through a series of filters and water 

separators. When the process is completed the fuel is 
refreshed and even better than new. (I could refer to this 
as a spa day for your diesel fuel — but I won't!) 
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On the agreed-upon day, Taylor arrived (slightly de-

layed because of a surprise road construction detour) and 
started setting up while he described what would be done. 

The process in-
volves pumping 
the entire contents 
of our diesel tank 
through filters 
and into a large 
holding tank in his 
trailer. That tank 
is made of a white 
translucent mate-
rial so we can see 
what is inside. 

I mentioned 
that Taylor's pro-
cess filters the 
fuel. Here is an 
illustration of 
bow fine his fil-
ters are. A human 
hair is 80 micron. 
A person with 20/ 
20 vision, how-
ever, cannot see 
anything smaller 
than 40 micron. 
Taylor's system 
polishes (or fil-
ters) fuel down to 
one micron! 

When all of 
our fuel was 
pumped into his 
holding tank,Tay-
lor did an inspec-
tion of our empty 
tank, then re-

versed the pro-
cess. The fuel was pumped (and filtered) from the holding 
tank in his trailer back into our generator's fuel tank. 

It is recommended that diesel fuel samples be taken 
annually if the fuel is stored more than four months. 
This is a way to monitor the quality of your fuel and to 
prevent downtime. 
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As you can see in the above photo of the filter, our 
fuel wasn't too bad. But ifyou recall from the last article, 
when the generator engine was first fired up it only ran 
for a short period before everything bogged down — 
most likely because of a clogged fuel filter 

Fuel After Filtering , 

Even though the filter Taylor used only shows a few 

contaminants, I'm glad we did this. Some of the fuel has 
been sitting in that tank for several years. Now I can be 
confident the fuel is good, and clean, and I can rely on 
it when the generator is needed. 

Just like you, I like to learn new things. Now I've 
learned about diesel fuel and some of what is necessary 
to keep that fuel in good condition so the generator will 
be there when you need it. 

We're on the down-hill side of summer. I hope it's 
going well for you— remember to use your vacation days 
if you can. 

And until next time — Keep it between 90 and 105! 

Scott Schmeling is the Chief Engineer for Minnesota 
Valley Broadcasting He can be reached via email at 
scottschmeling@ra iomanlcato.com 
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Local Public Files: Their Contents and Retention 
Refocus and Refresh ... and Clean House! 

by Gregg P. Skall, Member - Telecommunications Law Professionals PLLC 

We're now deep into the radio and television renewal 
cycles and learning a few things about the effects of the 
Covid-19 pandemic on the public inspection file of many 
broadcasters. Staff shortages brought about by the pandemic 
have compounded normal staff turnover and retraining prob-
lems. For many stations this had consequences for keeping 
their regular political and scheduled Issues-Programs public 
file entries up to date. The result has been a record number of 
consent decrees accompanying license renewals that include 
new required training and reporting on political and public 
file requirements. With many stations bringing on new staff 
as we emerge from Covid, it is time for a refresher. 

For those who have been doing this for a while, also 
identified are which of the items are automatically uploaded 
to the file by the FCC, but an important note. While the FCC 
should automatically place a copy of these items in the correct 
folder of the station' s on-line public file for the station, you 
should always check to make certain it has been done. The 
Commission has stated that the ultimate responsibility for a 
current public file remains on the licensee. 

For stations that have had their FCC license renewed in 
the current round, it is time to clean out the files. Note the 
retention period for each category and clean out the old items 
no longer required to be retained. 

The Materials That Now Are Uploaded by the FCC 
FCC Authorizations: issued by the Commission that 

authorize broadcasting or other use of radio transmissions 
including licenses and construction permits: 73.3526(e)(1), 
73.3527(e)( I ) Retention Period: until replaced. 

Applications and related materials: Examples include 
broadcast licenses, construction permits, special operating 
authority, or consent to the sale of an existing broadcast 
facility: 73.3526(e) (2), 73.3527(e) (2) Retention Period: 
Until final action has been taken on the application, except 
that applications for which waivers have been granted must be 
retained for as long as the waiver is in effect, and short term 
renewals must be retained until final action has been taken on 
the next renewal. 

Contour Maps: Graphical representations or "maps" of 
the station predicted service contours: 73.3526(e)(4), 
73.3527(eX3) Retention Period: for as long as they are 
current, accurate and reflect current information regarding 
the stations' operation. 

Ownership reports and related materials: Biennial 
reports are filed every other year and also in connection with 
the sale of a broadcast station. They reflect what entities and 
individuals hold "attributable" interests in a broadcast station 
(i.e., interests the Commission deems convey some influence 
over the station): 73.3526(e)(5), 73.3527(e)(4) Retention 
Period: until a new, complete ownership report is filed with 
the FCC. 

The Public and Broadcasting — A Procedure 
Manual: This pamphlet, written by the Commission, ex-
plains the various aspects and purposes of the broadcast 
service, FCC regulations, broadcast licensee obligations. It 
also explains how the public can participate in the 
Commission's licensing and other administrative processes 
involving their local broadcast stations: 73.3526(e)(8), 
73.3527(e)(7) Retention Period: the most recent version 
indefinitely. 

Children's television programming reports: Commer-
cial television stations must prepare and place in their public 
inspection files a report (Form 2100, Schedule H) each 
calendar year that identifies the educational and informa-
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tional programming for children that they aired: 
73.3526(e)(11)(iii) Retention Period: until final action taken 
on the station's next license renewal application. 

Materials That Must be Uploaded by Stations 
Citizen agreements: Agreements between commercial 

stations and citizens' groups into primarily for noncommer-
cial purposes that directly or indirectly deal with the stations' 
broadcast service to their communities: 73.3526(e)(3) Reten-
tion Period: for term of agreement. 

Issues/Programs lists: Quarterly lists prepared by sta-
tions of programs they aired during the preceding quarter that 
provided the stations' most significant treatment of commu-
nity issues. They must include a brief narrative of the issue 
and the time, date, duration and title of each program. Due 
January 10, April 10, July 10 and October 10 of each year: 
73.3526(e)(11)(i), 73.3526(e)(12), 73.3527(e)(8) Retention 
Period: until final action taken on the station's next license 
renewal application. 

Political File: All requests for specific schedules of 
advertising time by candidates and certain issue advertisers, 
including lists of all sponsored material that mentions 
Political Matter of National Importance, a National Legis-
lative Issue of Public Importance, any Legally Qualified 
Candidate or any election to Federal office, All should 
include the final dispositions or "deals" agreed to by the 
broadcaster and the advertiser in response to any requests, 
including the class and schedule of time purchased, the rates 
charged, when the political time was actually broadcast, and 
the name of the candidate. Also, if applicable, the candidate's 
authorized committee and its treasurer. Information must be 
placed in the on-line public file immediately, absent un-
usual circumstances. Although it is not necessary to Reten-
tion Period: any of the materials relating to the negotiation 
between the parties to reach the disposition, the file must 
also include the timing of any make-goods of preempted 
time, as well as credits or rebates provided the advertiser. 
The request and disposition must be placed in the file as 
soon as possible, which the Commission has determined is 
immediately absent extraordinary circumstances. The rec-
onciliation information does not need to be placed in the file 
immediately, but the broadcaster must identify a person or 
persons at the station capable of informing an advertiser of 
the details of any reconciliation information: 73.3526(e)(6), 
73.3527(e)(5) Retention Period: for two years. 

Material relating to FCC investigations and 
complaints: Material that has a substantial bearing on an 
FCC investigation or complaint to the FCC involving the 
station and of which the station is aware. Material may be 
excluded from the public file at the Commission's direction 
(e.g., Letters of Inquiry from the Enforcement Bureau should 
be excluded in order to protect the investigation process). 
73.3526(e)(10), 73.3527(e)(11) Retention Period: until noti-
fied in writing that the material may be discarded. 

Equal Employment Opportunity file: All stations in Em-
ployment Units with five or more full-time employees, each 
year on the anniversary date for filing their license renewal 
application date, a report that includes: (i) a list of all full-time 
vacancies by job title; (ii) recruitment sources used to fill each 
vacancy identified by name, address, contact person and tele-
phone number; (iii) the recruitment source that referred the 
hiree for each full-time vacancy; (iv) the total number of persons 
interviewed for full-time vacancies and total number of 
interviewees referred by each recruitment source; and (v) a list 
and description of EEO supplemental outreach initiatives. 
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Note: you must keep backup documents for each such event in 
a private file. The current year's report must also be posted on 
the station's web site, if any. An FCC Form 396 — an EEO 
Program Report that is filed with the FCC as part of the station's 
license renewal application: §73.2526(eX7) or §73.2527(eX6), 
§73.2080(cX6) Retention Period: until final action taken on the 
station's next license renewal application. 

Time brokerage Agreements or Local Marketing 
Agreements: ("TBAs" or "LMAs") Contracts or agreements 
that allow one or more parties other than the station licensee 
to provide programming, sell advertising time in the brokered 
programming or otherwise operate the station on a day-to-day 
basis. Confidential or proprietary information may be re-
dacted from these documents: 73.3526(e)(14) Retention Pe-
riod: for as long as contract or agreement in force. 

Joint Sales Agreements: Contracts or agreements that 
allow one or more parties other than the station licensee to sell 
advertising time on the station. Confidential or proprietary 
information may be redacted from these documents: 
73.3526(e)(16) Retention Period: for as long as contract or 
agreement in force. 

Shared Service Agreements: Contracts or agreements 
for one station to provide station-related services to another 
station or for multiple stations to collaborate to provide such 
services. Station-related services include, but are not limited 
to, administrative, technical, sales, and/or programming sup-
port. Confidential or proprietary information may be redacted 
from these documents: 73.3526(e)(18) Retention Period: as 
long as contrac or agreement in force. 

Must-Carry or retransmission consent elections: 
Statements of a station's election to be carried on multichan-
nel video program distributor (MVPD) systems, such as cable 
systems or direct broadcast satellite services, either by nego-
tiated retransmi sion consent agreements or by mandatory 
carriage under tbe Commission's rules. Applies to commer-
cial television stations or must-carry requests for noncom-
mercial televiski stations: 73.3526(e)(15), 73.3527(e)(12) 
Retention Perio4 for duration of election or request period. 

Class A TM continuing eligibility documentation: 
Documents that sestantiate the continuing eligibility of a low-
power television station for Class A status, which affords the 
station the same interference protection as a full power televi-
sion station. A Class A station must broadcast at least 18 hours 
per day, and air at least three hours per week of locally produced 
programming: 73.3526(e)(17) Retention Period: indefinitely. 

Local public notice certifications and announcements: 
Certification that the full-service broadcast station has made 
the necessary public on-air announcements following the 
filing of its applic tion for renewal of its broadcast license. 
73.3526(e)(13), 7 i.3527(e)(10) Retention Period: for as long 
as the application to which it refers remains pending. 

Information on 3rd party fundraising by NCE stations: 
Information regarding the fundraiser, including the date, time 
and duration of the fundraiser and name of the non-profit 
organization that benefitted: 73.3527(e)(14) NCE stations 
that interrupt regular programming to conduct fundraising on 
behalf of a third-party non-profit organization pursuant to 
73.503(e) (FM stations) or 73.621(0 (TV stations). 

Website Link and Contact Persons: On the station's 
website (if any), a home page link to the station's On-line 
Public Inspection File, and contact information for a station 
representative that can assist a person with disabilities. In the 
station's On-line Public File, the station's current address and 
telephone number, and the email address of the station's 
designated contact for questions about the public file: 
§73.3526(b)(2)(ii) No expiration date 

This column is provided for general information pur-
poses only and should not be relied upon as legal advice 

, pertaining to any sp cific factual situation. Legal decisions 
should be made onl.) after proper consultation with a legal 
professional of your choosing. 

Gregg Skall is a men ber of the law firm of Telecommunications 
Law Professionals PLLC. He frequently lectures on FCC rules and 
regulations, represents several state broadcaster associations and 
individual broadcasters and other parties before the FCC. 
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Installation, Care and Feeding 
of Liquid Cooled Transmitters 

by Paul Thurst, CPBE 

Liquid cooled transmitters have been around for a long 
time. High powered TV transmitters and very high powered 
AM and FM transmitters have been using liquid cooling or 
vapor phase cooling since the early 1930's. WLW's 500 kW 
unit comes to mind. In addition, shortwave and military use 
high frequency, low frequency and very low frequency trans-
mitters that use various types of liquid cooling. 

More recently, GatesAir and Rhode Schwartz have intro-

duced liquid cooled transmitters FM (VHF) in the 10-40 kW 
range. These units have several advantages over their air 
cooled brethren. Removing heat from a piece of equipment or 
a space without go-
ing through a re-
frigeration cycle 
saves energy — lots 
of energy as it turns 
out. In addition to 
that, reduced air 
conditioning loads 
also saves on main-
tenance costs asso-
ciated with HVAC 
units and extends 
the life of compres-
s ors, condenser 
fans, air handler 
fans, filters and so 
on. Once installed, 
liquid cooled trans-
mitters require less 
maintenance be-
cause air filters do 
not need to be 
changed, blowers 
and blower motors do not need to be maintained and so on. 
Liquid cooling pumps and fans can occasionally need to be 
serviced, however they can often be maintained without 
having to turn the transmitter off saving down time. Trans-
mitter RF devices are kept at a constant temperature while in 
operation, reducing heat cycling and keeping those delicate 
semiconductor junctions stable. While the initial installation 
is more complicated, the long haul costs will be lower. 

When installing a liquid cooling system, it is important to 
keep in mind a few things: 

1. The working pressures in the cooling loop are in the 20-
40 PSI range. 

2. There needs to be a system high point, where every-
thing slopes away from, to facilitate removal of air and 
draining. A slope of 1/2 to 1/4 inch per 10 feet is sufficient. 

3. At some point, the system will need to be drained. All 
drain fittings need to be accessible to connect drain hoses. 

4. In most places, some type of antifreeze will need to be 

used. 

5. In most places, an ice bridge will need to be built over 
the heat exchanger and cooling loop piping. 

6. At some point, pump motors or controllers will need to 
be serviced or changed. 

7. At some point, the heat exchanger fan motors will need 
to be serviced or changed. 

8. The heat exchanger will need to be checked periodi-
cally to ensure that it is not getting plugged with plant dander 
or other dirt and debris. 
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GatesAir FlexivaTM FLX 
Water Cooled Transmitter 

For plumbing, installers have two choices; flexible 
rubber tubing or copper pipe. For shorter systems with a lot 
of bends, the flexible tubing is the better answer. That type 
system can be routed around obstacles and use gentle 
sweeps that reduce the pump head over the use of many 
ninety degree elbows. 

For longer straighter installations, copper pipe is easier 
to work with. We purchased a Milwaukee 2773-20 press 
tool for these installations. The crimp copper fittings are 
somewhat more expensive than sweat fittings but they are 
much easier to work with. 

The system high point should have an air purge valve, a 
sight glass and a system drain vent. When filling these 
systems, some air will be introduced into the cooling loop — 
this is unavoidable. The air will collect at the high point in the 
system to be purged out with the air purge valve. 

System high point with 
air purge valve and sight glass. 

The heat exchanger needs to be placed in an area with 
plenty of air circulation. Most often this is outside, however, 
they can also go in a special room where large amounts of 
outside air is brought in to remove the heat. The installer also 
needs to keep in mind that there should be adequate room 
around the fan motors for service and repairs. 

Good grounding is essential, not only for the transmitter 
cabinet, but also the heat exchanger and pump station. 
Especially at those rocky mountain top transmitter sites 
where lightning strikes on the tower are a normal occurrence. 
An ungrounded heat exchanger and associated copper piping 
can conduct EMP back towards the pump station and trans-
mitter which will ruin pretty much everything. 

Every system has a small expansion tank to compensate 
for HTF (heat transfer fluid) expansion and contraction due 
to changes in temperature. The pressure in this tank needs to 
be checked and, if necessary, air added to keep the pressure 
in the recommended operating range. 

When first filling the cooling loop, the first thing that 
needs to be done is a system flush. This is to remove any 
installation debris and impurities. The system is filled with 
distilled or deionized water and pressurized. The circulator 
pump is run while the transmitter is off for a period of time 
pumping water around the cooling loop; 12 to 24 hours being 
typical. The cooling loop, pump station, power blocks and 
heat exchanger are checked for leaks. The water is then 
drained out and the debris strainer is cleaned or replaced. 

After the flush, the system can be filled with Heat Transfer 
Fluid. Basically, the HTF (distilled water + antifreeze) is mixed 
in a container at a ratio appropriate for the climate. The higher 
percentage of water, the better the heat transfer characteristics. 
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A good guide line would be to look up the record low tempera-
ture for the ara, then subtract five degrees because records get 
broken from time to time. This is really for the worst case 
scenario; the transmitter goes off on the coldest night of the 
year. Using a small impeller transfer pump, the HTF is pumped 
into the system in isolated stages. Filling first the pump loop, 
then the loop to the heat exchanger, then the loop through the 

first power module and so on. It is a good idea to use a specific 
gravity tester tp check the water to antifreeze mixture. 

When starting the pumps on the pump station, do not 
allow the pumps to run dry and cavitate. 

On the pu tip station there will be a differential between 
the suction an discharge side of the pump. Depending on the 
speed of the pu p and the head pressure on the system, it may 
range from 8-16 PSI. 

Pump station, showing suction and discharge lines. 

Transmitter manufacturers will have a recommended 
flow rate throug 
flow rates can b 
pump speeds. Th 
modules by adj 
slightly to decre 

After installa 
needs to be monit 
collects at the hi 
will need to be ad 
range. Depending 
HTF it can take s 
come out of solution and be purged from the cooling loop. 

Regular maintenance is pretty simple. Check the system 
suction and discharge pressures — especially as the season 
changes. Add HTF as needed to keep those readings with in 
normal range. If the pressure drops a lot during a seasonal 
temperature change, check the pressure in the expansion 
tank. Air can slow4/ leak out of those vessels, especially ifthe 
Schrader valve dots not have a cap. 

Yearly, after plant dander season, check the heat ex-
changer to make sure that the fins are not being clogged with 
dirt and debris. If they are, rinse the fins only with low 
pressure water so as not to bend the fins and create a much 
bigger problem. 

It is a good idea to switch between pumps every six months 
or so. This ensures that both pumps are working and it balances 
out the wear on each pump. In theory, the pumps and motors 
should outlive the transmitter. Sometimes, however, pump 
controllers can be damaged by electrical impulses. 

Periodically check for small leaks, especially around 
valves, threads and fittings. Small leaks may not show up as 
fluid, but rather dried flaky antifreeze residue or green 
corroded copper. 

The HTF should be checked every few years to make sure 
that the antifreeze still has the freeze protection needed. I 
know that the TV engineers normally send a sample to a lab 
every three years to make sure that the antifreeze is not 
acidifying and eating away at transmitter parts. 

With a little attention, a liquid cooled transmitter should 
provide reliable and 
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Engineering Perspective 

You Need Team Work 
by Wiely Boswell 

The broadcast world is changing rapidly and the costs 
associated with running a radio station are going up. 
Where do you reduce expenses? If you cut your tech 
support staff, downtimes will increase. If you put off 
replacing old equipment, downtimes will increase. Long 
outages will get listeners tuning around and they may find 
a station they like better. Understanding and correcting 
the reasons for outages is important. 

Some of the biggest issues lately have come with the 
power company. My older transmitter tends to not come 
back up with a solid quick glitch — it has to do with IPA 
and PA protection that requires a manual protection reset. 
My newer transmitter has basically a high gain PA mod-
ule with no IPA and there is no reset. Of course the power 
company can not prevent trees falling and poles from 
getting run down. I have contacted the power company 
and now having an engineering contact I can report or 
find out about outage issues a little more directly. It gets 
harder every day to reach people. We discovered that the 
incoming line through a short section of woods needed 
tree trimming. We talked about a single phase loss event 
and how there may be a way to make a single phase failure 
take the whole line down. We also discussed how the 
main incoming feeder to several transmitter buildings 
with separate transformers may not have correct size line 
fuse. Power glitches can cause huge surges as equipment 
comes back up. The main fuse will blow but not any of the 
fuses at the buildings service transformers. The newest 
technology allows line switching in the field remotely, 
and can bring parts of a grid back up by rerouting. This 
can cause a glitch. This are issues that we chase, trying to 
prevent outages. 

In our region of the country, we have lost some very 
important, very experienced, and hard to replace special 
people. There really are not enough broadcast engineers 
to go around. I am reminded of this again because we just 
lost a fellow experienced engineer. It happened so fast. 
He knew a whole lot about his local group of AM & FM 
stations and worked for a national broadcaster. Being a 
radio lover his whole life and an experienced Ham opera-
tor, he thoroughly knew AM station components and 
antenna systems. We had been working together, even 
though in different companies. I assisted him in a lot of 
transmitter and facility issues and learned a lot about 
different brands and types of equipment. Now many 
questions will go unanswered and it frequently reminds 
me of who we have lost — it's almost like starting over. 

If you depend on contractors or other stations for 
help, the down side is that, during a major storm event, 
help will become delayed as others work on their own 
outages. Most of us love what we do, want to fix every-
thing, help our friends, and it is where we get our identity. 
It's in our blood. No one usually wants to retire or quit but 
getting overworked makes it easier to choose that. A lot 
of us do menial jobs at times. That might include cutting 
grass and killing weeds at transmitter sites. It might 
include a lot of tasks but a limited staff has to do what is 
needed. Yet who fills in when you want to take a week off 
and want to go a significant distance away? I can't rest 
anymore, when I'm more than 300 miles away without a 
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backup. A plane flight going somewhere makes it even 
more difficult for a quick return. 

I have sites a long way off, which makes it much 
harder for a local friend to go and troubleshoot a problem. 
We also loan spare equipment to each other to keep 
stations on the air— it is a local repair team effort that goes 
between companies. Even though one may not know 
every thing about a site they are called out to help with, 
the chief engineer of the site can usually talk an experi-
enced engineer through it. Many times it takes help on the 
other end of an STL or Internet issue. 

Remote power reset equipment can be quite helpful at 
times, and so can the new UPS bypass devices like the 
Henry Engineering Failsafe Power Switch, to minimize 
downtime. (https://henryeng.com) 

We need contact and the experience of our fellow 
engineers. Our SBE chapter keeps the community of 
engineers tied together but that has unavoidably loosened 
over the last year. Presentations that occur at SBE meet-
ings are a way to keep up with new equipment and 
methods. We learn by various other sources like Radio 
Guide, Radio World, and other publications, as well as 
certain user groups. The Alabama Broadcasters Associa-
tion gives free training classes to members and zoom 
meetings have really ramped up. So the broadcast world 
really needs "Elmers" to get new engineers started. The 
talents needed are in demand and are limited. We now 
have several Chief Engineer openings in Alabama. 

Large facilities, especially TV broadcasters, will typi-
cally have two or more engineers, plus others employed 
that have some sort of technical abilities. They have the 
opportunity to rise in the ranks and can be mentored. 
They can have the opportunity to attend vendors' schools. 
They know the value of an educated staff. 

Large nationwide radio broadcasters can share inter-
nal engineering resources but when they start losing 
people for various reasons, the service area increases. A 
market will typically have only one engineer. It requires 
somewhat long travel and then become stretched thin and 
that can make retaining talent harder. 

Where are the replacements coming from? I have 
been here watching this need for a while. An owner of a 
small group of stations needs to consider the impact of 
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losing an engineer — especially us older guys. I would 
think more women would be involved in the field but I'm 
not really sure why. There are places to look for junior 
techs like Ham clubs, trade schools, or other tech fields 
that might have the RF desire. Give a presentation at the 
local Ham club. They would have to be ready to get 
woken up, be on call, and take a lower paying position, 
possibly part time. To get started you just have to find the 
right candidate. I would think it would be a younger 
person with the desire and be excited about the responsi-
bility of keeping the station on the air. Being younger 
almost automatically makes them computer savvy and 
they do not have to be an expert. Hands on experience 
should appeal of course to a candidate and they may be 
tasked with tough projects like cutting grass or a studio 
build. The more jobs one can do at a station the more 
money is saved. 

It will take intentionality to go after the right person. 
A local person is the most logical, and the older the 
existing chief engineer, the sooner you should look. ( I 
can't believe I said that.) I would like to leave our station 
with an engineer if something happened to me without 
notice. It is a really tough position to work alone and, 
remember, best safety practice says you should have help 
doing dangerous things. 

A DANGER 

High 
Voltage. 
There is alsothe possibility of shared time with other 

stations, to lower the expense to small stations. An entry 
tech could eventually become a contractor that would 
also be of benefit to the broadcast community. I know a 
contractor in a nearby town that wants to retire or, at a 
minimum, just keep his one best customer — the one that 
appreciates and treats him the best. Another positive 
impact would be to support the junior engineers SBE 
membership and encourage certifications. A self starter 
is the ticket. Do they already excel in one skill such as 
audio mixing or installing satellite dishes? Perhaps even 
a car audio tech. They will also have a learning resource 
from broadcast equipment manufacturers' technical sup-
port (after studying the manual first). This candidate 
could also be evaluated during an initial period much like 
some use a staffing service. 

Emergencies used to be like a battle cry ... "We are 
off air." Vendors might even ship on the owners' word 
— not so much anymore. Remember, a lack of support in 
planning or funding spare equipment on managements' 
part, does not necessarily constitute an emergency. You 
can master equipment better when you're able to have 
time with each new piece of equipment that goes in. 
Installing a lot of new equipment at once is like learning 
from a fire hose. One new piece at a time can be like a 
chapter in a school book on broadcasting. Things to 
consider for tech team building. 

Wiely Boswell iS Chief Engineer of Faith Broadcast-
ing, located in Mcintgomery, Alabama; CBRE,CBNE, 
and SBE 118 Chairman. He may be contacted at: 
Wiely@faithradio. rg 
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Skylla's Special Event interface, designed 

with the input of professional sports 

organizations, makes it easy to air 

sporting events and remotes, from youth 

league baseball to the World Series. 

Because sporting events are scheduled 

separately from regular programming, 

rainouts and cancellations require little 

handling returning to "your regularly 

scheduled programming" is a snap. 

SkyllaPad allows you to use a web 
browser to securely log in to your 
station and control Skylla from your 
smartphone, tablet, or laptop. 

sales@smartsbroadcast.com (800) 747 6278 ext 240 www.smartsbroadcast.com 
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The Linux Connection, Etc! 
Arduino Prototype Web Interface for Transmitter Sites 

by Tommy Gray CPBE CBNE 

Arduinos Galore 
Well, since last time I have gotten thoroughly hooked 

on the little Arduino modules. My project, I started last 
time to be a comprehensive transmitter site remote control, 
has evolved into a really great piece of software. I currently 
am using an Arduino MEGA2560 module, as the UNO I 
started with did not have enough memory or enough I/O 
resources for all the analog and digital inputs I wanted to 
incorporate into the project. It was fine for a basic system 
but as it grew, it quickly ran out of capabilities. I am 
currently in the process of optimizing the code to make it 
run faster and it is coming along well. The screen shot 
below (Figure 1) will show you where I am currently in the 
process. Keep in mind that I plan to make the Sketch (the 
Arduino name for a Program/App) available to anyone 
who is interested. When it is ready to my satisfaction, I will 
post a link for download. I will first start with pieces of the 

code so you can experiment with your own project. I am 
guessing some time this fall it will be complete and ready 
for "mass consumption." 

Arduino Prototype Web Interface 
for Transmitter Sites, etc. 

due to time constraints. At this time of the year everyone 

is trying to get all their site projects in before the fall and 
winter hits, and we are very busy right now. That will have 
to come later. 

So far, I have controlled the unit through a computer 
web browser using Firefox, and with an iPhone using 
Safari. Both worked very well. The hardware right now is 
built up with a breadboard. It is comprised of an Arduino 
MEGA 2560, a 20x4 LCD display and an Ethernet Shield. 
I have a screw shield for my old UNO but it will not work 

with the MEGA so I am getting another one for it. (NOTE: 
The add-on boards for the Arduino are called "Shields. '). 

In the picture below you can see my setup. I have some 
multi-turn pots to add for "in-the-field" calibration of the 

inputs. I have added LEDs to substitute for relays to trigger 
transmitter functions — controlling relays is easy with the 
Arduino. There are also some very inexpensive relay 
boards available to keep you from having to build every-
thing up unless you just want to. Figure 2 is a picture of the 
prototype system bread-boarded up. 

I have added a ready made temperature sensor ($3 off 
Amazon — the little red board right under my finger!) but 
you can use a simple LM34 or LM35 IC to do the exact 

same thing. This one has an LM35 which 
is a Celsius sensor but the formula is 
simple to convert its output to Fahrenheit. 
The LM35 is cheaper and easier to find for 
some reason. The LM34 costs about twice 

as much and outputs in a voltage scale that 
equates to Fahrenheit degrees. I currently 
have it displaying in both Celsius and 
Fahrenheit just because I was experiment-
ing with formulas. I apologize for the 

messy hookup. Due to time constraints it 
is functional but not pretty yet. 

Bread Board Prototype 
The system is currently powered 

through the USB interface but there is 
also a power jack on it that can easily be 

used to power everything from a simple "Wall Wart" 

powersupply you probably have a ton of lying around from 

pmeXpert Remote Site Monitoring System my Gray 6/9/2021 -- v 1.0.0.2 

Digital Inputs 

Tom, I Wilts 

I have found that the Arduino is one of the best 

supported units of its type you can find. The available 
resources, documents, and example Sketches, are almost 

endless. So far, I have seen everything from robots that will 
bring you a drink from the fridge, to home security sys-
tems, environmental control systems — and the list goes on 
and on. The current project has a fully functional Web 

Interface that has all the Analog inputs you would nor-
mally use in a typical transmitter site. It has transmitter 
parameters for normal transmitter functions. It has build-

ing monitoring such as air conditioning, temperature, 
electrical power, and transmission line pressure. There are 
currently digital inputs that monitor silence sensor and 
tower light status. Control functions, so far, are for fila-
ment on/off, plate on/off, high/raise power, low/raise 

power and Remote/Local control. Of course you can easily 
customize these for what you need. 

The really neat thing is that nothing in this system is 
complicated and the end user can easily customize the 
inputs and outputs to suit the local need. I have not had the 
opportunity to interface it with a real transmitter just yet 

old equipment. I am using 5V for everything. The Arduino 
MEGA 2560, all the sensors, as well as the 20x4 display, 
are all being powered right off the Arduino buss which is 
getting power from the USB port right now. Once the unit 
is put in the field, if you don't want to connect it to a 
dedicated coffiputer, you can use external power. 

The currett code I put together (now up to well over 
700 lines!) outputs everything to the serial port, to the LCD 
display, and to the web page through the Ethernet inter-
face. The Web update is much faster when you comment 
out the serial and LCD write code, but if you want to use 
a hardware LCD display at the remote site where you 
connect up the system, you need at least the LCD part of the 
code. Without the Serial and LCD code the screen update 
is very fast and the response to the sensors and control 
commands is ty quick. 

LM35 Temperature Sensor IC 
Below is a s4nple schematic of a simple LM35 circuit 

and a picture of the sensor IC. 

You do not gét much simpler than this little IC (It looks 

like a TO-92 cased transistor as you can see, but is is really 
an IC). I got the power for mine from 5V. Actually it will 
work on any voltage from 4-30 VDC. I used 5V because it 
is right there available on the Arduino board itself. The 
output pin puts ot1t a linear + 10-mV/°C voltage. A simple 
formula will give you the temperature in degrees, either 
Celsius or Fahrenheit, whichever you desire. Just measure 
the voltage at the output pin and do the math. The accuracy 
of this thing is very good. Keep in mind that if you need a 

temperature sensor for your existing control systems these 
will work fine too. You may have to add a little in the way 
of RF bypass if you have interference issues, but it is a 
cheap and quick way to get one! 

Do the Math! 
Now there are several methods floating around out 

there to convert from Celsius to Fahrenheit and the most 

common is: 
°F = (°C x 9/5) + 32 
There is a quick and easy way you will find and it is to 

multiply the degrees in Celsius times 1.8 and add 32. (If 

you are very alert today you probably already figured out 
that 1.8 is the same as 9/5). Then there is the old tried and 

true "ballpark" method of multiplying the 
Celsius temp by 2 and add 30: 

x 2) + 30 
this will give you a figure within a 

degrée or so. 
In my next article I will start giving 

out pieces of the code to get you started 
working with Arduino modules. You'll 

need an Arduino, and an Ethernet shield 
(You can also get a WiFi shield but I am 

using hard wire here and that is what my 
code will support). 

Until Next Time! 
Tommy Gray is a veteran broadcast 

engineer currently staying busy doing En-
gineering and IT nationwide, through 
"Broaticast Engineering & Technology 
LLC", a Louisiana based Consulting and 
Contret Engineering Firm, serving the US. 
www.&andr. com 
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State of th P Station 

What Happened to College Radio? 

by Steve Callahan 

I was reading the other day that Dartmouth College in 

Hanover, New Hampshire is putting their Class A FM 
commercial frequency, student radio station up for sale. 
They say that it's been losing money and that student 
interest in the over-the-air station is waning. The proceeds 

of the station sale will go toward financing their on-line 
radio presence. This follows their move several years ago 
of turning in their commercial AM station license. Now 
before you fill my mailbox with comments, let me say that 
there are many college stations across the country that are 
still on the air providing a viable educational experience 
and a possible career for the students who choose to avail 
themselves of the experience. 

Unfortunately, there are also many other college 
stations that are barely on the air because there are no 
students interested in doing an over-the-air radio show. 

In a former life, I was a college professor in a 
Communications Department, where I was responsible 
for the construction and operation of the college radio 
station. The curriculum regularly welcomed 50 or 60 
new students in the Communication Department every 

September and the schedule for shows on the radio 
station always filled up fast. One such student of mine 
chose to make radio his career and I'm very privileged 
to be working with him today. I freely admit that he had 
natural talent and sounds today just like he did the first 
day he did his show on the college station. 

Of course, it is helpful ifthe college has an active and 
credible radio and television or communications cur-
riculum with faculty members who have had profes-
sional experience and not just "book-learning." 

A couple of years ago, Brown University in Provi-
dence, RI, sold their Class B commercial frequency 

student station to a national religious broadcasting net-
work. The station had a hard rock format for years, 
which depended on paid employees to keep the station 
on the air. They say they used the proceeds of the station 
sale to enhance their on-line radio station. Several years 
ago, Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore sold their 

student radio station. Frankly, that shocked me at the 
time but signaled a trend that I didn't want to recognize 

until recently. 
I think you can see a pattern forming. The cell phone 

is the student's communication device, their movie 

theater, their television, their radio and their research 
library. I once was asked by an employer to ascertain if 

a local college would be willing to sell their student 
radio station. The first thing I did was wander around 
campus and ask students randomly if they listened to 

their college station and what did they like about it. A 

vast majority of those I talked to didn't even know their 
college had a radio station and those who had heard of 

the station didn't listen. Today, that station is LMA'd to 
a large classical station in a neighboring state and there 
are no students participating in the on-air programming. 

Within 30 miles of where I sit writing this article, I 
know of quite a few college stations which use continu-
ous automation to keep some programming on the air. 
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Others utilize volunteers from the community, and even 
alumni, to come in and do niche programming to fill 

their station's program schedule. I keep a fairly close 
eye on the fines that the FCC hands out and I'm dis-
tressed at all the fines that go to college stations for late 
license renewals and big gaps in their quarterly issues 
and programming filings. Chalk this up to faculty advi-
sors who don't know the FCC rules or even where the 
radio station studio is located on campus. 

When I was embarking on my college student jour-

ney, I had two colleges to choose from. College A was 
a large university with a prestigious communications 
curriculum and faculty, along with their own radio and 
TV stations. College B was a smaller state university 
with a new communications major and no radio station. 
When the chairman of the communications faculty at 
College B interviewed me and learned that I had several 
years of professional radio experience and knew what it 
took to get a radio station, he made me an offer that I just 
couldn't refuse. I spent two years there preparing and 
filing a "long form" CP application which was the 

equivalent of doing a doctoral thesis. For those of you 
who remember those good old days, if you wanted to 
apply for a new station, you had to do the obligatory 
technical showing, which I did, and found an open Class 

C frequency in the reserved portion of the FM band. 

You also had to do an extensive showing of the 
varied educational programming that you planned to air. 

You needed an exhibit detailing the cost for equipment 
and other start-up costs and an operating budget. After 
filing the two-inch thick document, you had to sit and 

wait for the FCC to consider it. This was before the days 
of filing windows or auctions. After I graduated, I 

learned that my application had been accepted and today 
that station is a 100,000 Watt NPR affiliate serving a 
wide swath of the state. 

We complain that, when we do have job openings, 
we aren't getting experienced young people looking to 

make radio a career. Those who do approach us, come 
with little or no commercial or educational radio expe-
rience but I guess they should get credit for approaching. 
In all fairness, the colleges that still have communica-

tion curriculums focus on podcasting and on-line media. 
There's certainly nothing wrong with that but it signals 
a major shift which is unstoppable. When I owned my 
own station, I had a young man come to the station 
looking for an opportunity to do a radio show. He had 
some experience working for the local cable origination 

studio, but he wanted to try his hand in radio. I started 

him with a quick education in Radio 101 and gave him 

a Sunday morning shift where he could get the experi-
ence of running the station's varied Sunday morning 
recorded programming. I'm pleased to say he continues 

to do a great job and is now producing and voicing his 
own Saturday morning "news around town" show and 
planning to major in radio in college. 

A good friend of mine, Edward Perry, who owns 

award-winning WATD in Marshfield, also operated 
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innovative 
solutions 

Educational FM 
Associates, a firm 
that, back in the 
70's and 80's, 
specialized in 

educational FM 
applications liar 
colleges and high 
schools. If you 
went to an IBS or 
Intercollegiate 
Broadcasting 
System yearly 
convention in 
those days, yu 
would have seen 
Ed at his vendor table and most likely would have asked 
him if your college could get its own radio station. 

Ed once told me that he was responsible for one third 
of the new educational FM station applications in that 
time period. I recently spoke with him and his take is that 

there was a TV 
show back in the 
70's which fea-
tured a high 
school radio sta-
tion and that 
started the inter-
est to get high 
school or college 
radio stations. 
Recently, the in-
terest that reli-
gious organiza-
tions have shown 
toward getting 
their own radio voices comes at a time when college 
administrations are seeing that those, now underutilized, 
student activities can be turned into big money. It's a 
trend that I don't see stopping anytime in the future. 

Steve Callahan, CBRE, AMD, is a member of the engineer-
ing staff at Entercom Boston. Email at: wvbf1530@yahoo.cam 
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Emergency Prer 
Wind and Rain and Debris, Oh My! 

Generator Enclosures and Maintenance 

by Michael Bradford 

As I write this article, hurricane Elsa has hit Florida and our 
south eastern seaboard, and is headed north-east along the coast 
line with substantially less wind and rain than on July 7 when 
she made initial land-fall. With peak winds reported over the 
Lesser Antilles of 70 mph, she hit Florida with winds from 65 
to 45 mph. Torrential rain was another major factor along with 
flooding, downed trees and power lines and subsequent power 
outages throughout the stricken region. Of course, many radio 
and TV stations were impacted by the storm, as were hospitals, 

shelters, fire stations and cellular telephone facilities. Knowing 
in advance of the impending storm, I'm sure many engineers 
were busy as a chicken on a June bug making sure their 
customers' generators were ready for the assault. Fuel was 
topped off, batteries checked, radiator levels and hoses 
checked, engine oil levels checked and topped off as needed. 
How about air intake systems? I know up here in the "north" the 
cottonwood debris often clogs air intake screens and filters 
overnight which can cause a generator to overheat if called into 
duty for more than a few minutes. No intake air equals no 
exhaust air, which equals generator overheating. 

In the May issue of Consulting-Speceng Engineer maga-
zine, I read an article by Paul Pouliot, PE and Michael T. Alford, 
AIA, on "How to Design Standby Power Systems to Withstand 
Storms," and noticed design parameters similar to those I saw 
years ago at several AT&T remote tower sites. This article 
provided some important considerations for design profession-
als, relating to protection from severe weather and day-to-day 
debris, and rain penetration into structures housing standby 
generators. (See the article on-line at csemag.com) 

From that article, Figure 1 shows the external sheltering 
walls designed to greatly reduce wind, rain and debris entrance 
into the intake and exhaust ports of a standby generator enclo-
sure. Consideration to prevailing wind direction should also be 
a factor. Well, these sheltering walls are wonderful for new 
construction, but how about existing enclosures? If your sites 
have ever had previous wind/rain/debris damage, perhaps erect-
ing an external wall, 
as in the diagram, 
would be a good in-
vestment. The ar-
ticle in C-SE maga-
zine provides spe-
cifics for "after the 
fact" construction. 

A 10 mile per 
hour wind, in nor-
mal weather condi-
tions, will usually 
have no effect on 
the air intake/ex-
haust system for 
your generator. At 
heightened wind 
speeds, as in a hur-
ricane or major 
storm, high wind 
pressure could actual y cause an overheating situation because 
the air flow through the radiator could be compromised. The 
simple formula for calculating wind pressure is P = 2.56 x V 
squared, divided by 1,000 where V is the wind speed in miles 
per hour. One should also take into consideration the "drag 
quotient" of a flat surface, which has been calculated to be 2. So, 
for a 10 mph wind speed and an exhaust opening of 4 x 5 feet, 
there will be a wind pressure a little over 10 psf (pounds per 
square foot). But, with a wind speed of 50 mph, the pressure 
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becomes over 256 psf, perhaps enough to choke off the air-flow 
from the generator's radiator and cause overheating. An exter-
nal wall, as in Figure 1, may keep that situation from happening. 

I found another situation with a generator recently that I 
know you'll find interesting. The client called to say their 
standby generator failed to start. When the manager got to the 
site, he found there was an alarm light on the generator for "low 
coolant" and the generator was in "shall not start!" mode. 

The manager removed the radiator cap and checked the 
fluid level, which was up to the top. The "low coolant" alarm 
would not reset so he called me. 

Upon arrival, I noticed no apparent coolant leak, no rup-
tured hose anywhere but the coolant recovery tank level was at 
the "add coolant" point. I topped off the coolant level in the 
recovery tank, reset the alarm and the generator started easily. 

Upon further inspection, I found two loose connections on 
coolant hoses that caused a dribble but only when the generator 
had been running for a while. Not enough to be noticed but 
enough to lower the coolant level over time and trip the alarm 
I also noticed the 
coolant level-detect 
sensor was at the low-
est point on the recov-
ery tank, which means 
when the alarm goes 
off, it's too late to re-
spond if the generator 
is running at the time. 
I did some research 
and found a nifty little 
sealed float switch 
(Figure 2) at www.liquidlevel.com. I determined the half-way 
point on the coolant recovery tank between "full" and "add 
coolant" and used the website specifications chart to select this 
little sensor. I drilled a 3/8 hole adjacent to the filler cap on the 
recovery tank and with the long leads on the sensor I was able 
to fish them down the filler opening and up through the 3/8 hole, 
then pull the sensor up through the 3/8 hole and secure it with 
the brass nut. Now I have an alarm that lets me know when the 
coolant is "low" before it's so low that the generator goes into 
"shall not start!" mode. This sensor is now an integral segment 
of the overall alarm system for the generator. 

After much investigation and T&E I have chosen the RPE 
series of cellular-based alarm systems from Ayantra, Inc. of 
California for remote generator monitoring. Figure 3 shows a 
typical 3.5" x 5" communication module. The units employ 
weather-resistant gas-
kets and input/an-
tenna connections 
and utilize 4G-LTE-
M communication 
protocol and an inter-
nal keep-alive battery. 
Although these mod-
ules can easily be mounted inside most generator enclosures, I 
choose a Stahlin JW series weather-tight enclosure (Figure 4) 
for most of my installations to keep the communication device, 
antenna and interconnect wiring handy for visual inspection 
and away from the heat of the generator. I do not like to 
commingle alarm systems at a remote site between the generator 
and the actual transmitting equipment. I also do not like to 
commingle alarm contacts with the generator alarm sensors. I 
prefer to use the auxiliary relay contacts available on most on-
board generator control panels or a separate sensor. Most 
generator manufacturers offer "auxiliary" contact options for 
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their control panels if you order them with the generator. I have 
had difficulty in getting diagrams or part numbers for after-sale 
installations. I understand that manufacturers don't want to be 
liable for an alarm failure in an "added-on" situation. 

After talking with Corey Vincent, Service Manager at 
Superior Industrial Sales & Service in Jackson, Michigan, I 
determined that the highest number of generator failures is 
caused by weak or failed batteries. Lead-acid batteries do not 
like extreme heat or cold, do not like being over-charged, and 
have a finite life-span. Any battery more than 3 years old is 

living on borrowed time. 

Another feature of the Ayantra RPE series of remote 
monitoring modules is the ability to use a small interface relay 
(available with the monitor) installed into the battery charging 
circuit. This relay will turn the charging voltage off for a chosen 
time and then measure the battery voltage. In this fashion, the 
battery voltage is not influenced by the charger. The monitor 
constantly monitors the battery voltage and all other connected 
sensors and will send email and text notices when any parameter 
surpasses a predetermined limit. The web-site for each unit 
allows you to easily set all limits and label each input in clear-
text for immediate recognition of the source of any alarm. 

I have seen several generator installs using an under-body 
fuel tank that raises the generator several feet off the ground. 
This makes for a small foot-print but makes even simple service 
difficult. Imagine carrying a 75-pound battery up a ladder or 
even changing the oil/filter via a 6-foot ladder. Now imagine 
having to do the'same projects in the middle of a violent storm 
or in knee-deep snow. 

I suggest you invest in a torque-screwdriver for checking 
radiator hose clamps and fuel lines that use the adjustable clamps. 
Manufacturers specify the proper clamping strength for their 
hoses and clamps that are so tight that "your knuckles turn white" 
may damage the hose. More than once I have seen old hoses that 
have been split n half by tightening the clamps way beyond 
what's specified When hoses get that old, replacement is the 
only option and I recommend silicone hoses. Silicone hoses 
benefit from better flexibility over their lifespan and will not split, 
harden or suffer from dry-rot unlike rubber hoses. If you have the 
luxury of specifying a new generator, insist on silicone hoses. 
Also, when entering items for the next year's budget, recommend 
silicone hoses for all existing generators in your stable. 

I also recommend using a diesel fuel-scrubbing service for 
remote generator sites, especially those with large capacity 
tanks and infrequent long run-times. With seasonal or even 
daily changes in humidity, moisture tends to condense inside 
diesel fuel tanks, providing a home for alg,ae and other nasty 
contaminants. Once a year fuel scrubbing by a reputable firm 
will remove water, clean existing algae, filter out rust and 
otherwise provide a clean fuel source for your generator. 
Couple this service with your weekly inspection and routine oil 
changes to guarantee you won't have to make a service call in 
the middle of a raging storm! 

When setting up your maintenance budget prepare a narra-
tive for management to discuss "probability of failure" and 
costs and the "consequence of failure" and costs if you don't 
plan for a failure. 

Michael Bradford began his career at WCCW in 1962, A CPBE 
since 1984, and currently a contract engineer. You may reach him at: 
mbradford@triton.net 



One Receiver to Tune Them All 

• AM / FM / NOAA Weather Receiver & 

Real-Time RDS Decoder 

• Industrial Grade: Built to be used 24/7/365 

• Unbalanced Headphone Output 

• Balanced Speaker Output 

Analog Standard, AES3 Optional 

• Extensive Monitoring & Alarm System 

• User API Makes Automation Easy 

• Modular Design for easy reconfiguration 

• Tamper Resistant Settings 
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Power Levels from 150W to 5kW * VERY Affordable to Buy 
Designed with the Latest Rugged & Efficient LDMOS Amps 

PTEK Transmitters feature: 
>Direct Digital Synthesis Exciter for extraordinary sonic performance 
>True Proportional VSWR foldback 
>Frequency Agile from 87.7 to 108mHz 
>Low pass filtering for exciter or transmitter use 
>Wide Range Input from 85 to 264VAC 
>The FM300ES transmitter is FCC type certified for LPFM use 
>Built in, programmable, FSK encoder 
>Optional Webserver available for all models 
>Built In Stereo Generator with Composite and SCA inputs 
>Digital Front Panel metering and controls 
>Full Back Panel Analog Metering & Control w/Serial I/O PT E K 
Well Cooled & Spacious Chassis with Major Parts 
Easily Accessible from the Top Cover 

>Power Levels Over 1kW Feature Hot-Swappable Power Supplies FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 
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The CircuitWerkes Sicon-8 Remote Monitor & Control 

D Uses Dial-up, Internet Web server or free Sicontroller Software! 

it channels of metering, status and control i.exoandable to 32) 
and tip to 5 alarms per charnel. 

D NO accessories necessary to control your site -ight owt of tne box. 

i> Auto-ranging, auto-calibrating meters make setup a snac. 

D Includes: Fumction scheduler, auto-logging & alarm reporting. 
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Internal Web Server Free Sicontroller Software 

The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal 
Web server, via telephone, auto-answering cell phone or with our 

free software. Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software 
that also includes scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, 
virtual metering & much more'. 

ripírly-Sesed RErnoir: Controls vv/r-,frFairing Audio Option 
tntroducing the SiteSentry4 (4 channel remote control), SiteSentry2 (2 channel remote control) & WAM-2 audio monitor 

Web enatlecl remote controls with 6 'relay oipdts & 2 state inauts on all units. 

D Al units detect Stereo or Dual Mono Silence (iniependantly adjustable channels). 

$) User-programmed relays (DPDT) close autcmatical y or via We control 

D Ail products include onboard temperature sensor 

D Internal logging with onb.card e-mail ng. 

Sdpports DONS sen/ces and Netbios names 

D Jipgradable firmware. Keep your product curre -it with dcvinloadable updates! 

D Streaming audio option encodes Ogg-Vorbis & decodes Tip3 sr Ogg-Vorbis. 

SiteSentry4 

Remote Eroadca5ting 5olution 
DiscovEr more online at 
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www.circuitwerkEs.com 
1.03.1,321142 111.2,2an Home.. 

WAM-2 

UnattFredFd Dial-Up Broadcasts with the DR-10 •• 

halicTei Itific/LinE to TElEphonE IntErfacE 

D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular oficne or 

balanced line level at up to +10JI3m. 

D Operates up to 36e hours on two 9V alkaline batteries. 

rfigh quality, user-switchable, internal lirriter prevents clipping. 

5:" External power input with silent, auto-svitching battery backup. 

Individual gain controls for send, raceme & lbea:phones levels. 

5> The DR-10 is a Dial-Up remote control with balanced, telephone 
audio, input & output that can control many automation systems 

or your audio console for unattended remote broadcasts. 

D Our SilencerM option removes control tones from the audio path. 

5) Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly into the 
program path when necessary, especially for emergencies. 

TF1Tap Pocket-Sized Manual Telephone Coupler 

D Can oeusec as a phone tap or a passive manual telepione coupler. 

D Send or receive telephone audio. 

D Compact size & Ipw cost maKes the TelTap a great addition to 

you' remote kit for main cr backup capabilities. 

Lots More Cfrcuff-WErkF_s ProbfErn SolvErs 
Transcon-16 - Move up to 16 contact closures from "Dorn to room over an audio cable 

OT-232 - Turns DTMF sequences . 1to usar-programmed serial outputs & action steps. 

5) FSK Encoders, decoders, trancei,ers and contact-tc-FSK encoders/decoders. 

SUB-)3 Swbaudible tone decoder and SEN-6 Subaudible encoder. 

D telephone autocoopler and AC- 12 rack of autocouplers 

D  D7MF-16 amd DS-8 DTMF tcne decolers. 

Find Full product info & downloadable manuals online at moww.circuitvverkes.com. 352-335-6555 
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Practical! Tech 

More Short Takes 
by Bob Reite CBT 

We Are Broadcasting on 75 Meters! 
I got a call from the owner of an AM station on 1280 

kHz that an amateur radio operator was hearing the 
station on 75 meters. That would have to be the third 
harmonic at 3840 kHz in the General Class portion ofthe 
phone band. I took a drive out there with my FIM-41 

field strength meter and, while the third harmonic was 
detectable at the usual place I do the annual measure-
ments from, it was within FCC limits. 

I called the station back and asked ifhe had any contact 
information for the Ham who gave the report. Since I also 
have a Ham ticket, we hit it off and I told him that I did not 
doubt him one bit, but I could not catch it in the act. He did 
report that it "comes and goes." I asked him to see if he 
could find any pattern to it and get back to me. 

I decided to go to the site and hunt for the harmonic. 
I did find a rusty chain and padlock on the fence that was 
making harmonics, but they were below the 10 uV/M 
noise floor 100 feet away. I decided to clean this up 

anyway replacing the rusty chain and lock with a new 
lock that fit the relatively new galvanized gate hardware, 
eliminating the need for a chain. 

I also found the guy wires were rusty and really in 
need of replacement, but for some reason these were not 

generating problems. So I went home and waited to hear 
back from the Ham. 

About a week later, I got an email from the Ham with 
a video file with sound. The video was of his top-of-the-
I ine HF transceiver tuned to 3840 kHz with a spectrum 

analyzer plot. It was our station all right and very "dirty. 
Not only was there recognizable program audio but just 
overall noise. It was not steady but cutting in and out, but 
mostly in during the length ofthe recording. He said that 
the interference was the worst on windy days and that 
rain would sometimes aggravate it. Could it be our rusty 
guy wires? I would soon find out the next windy day. 

I got to the location 0.6 miles away where I do the 
annual measurements to start taking readings and, at 
first, I thought it was not going to show up again, now 
that I was there. But as the wind picked up the third 
harmonic noise got bad, exceeding FCC spec by 10 dB. 
I swung the meter around to find the directional null and 
I was just close enough to the site to determine that the 
harmonic "grunge" was not coming from the 1280 
tower. The null was at the cell phone tower, which is 
about 1/4 wave away from our tower. 

Did the detuning apparatus go bad again? Time to 
drive to a point where I could stand and have the two 

ID E VA 

towers at a 90 degree heading from my position. I could 
then null out our tower and prove it was coming from the 
cell phone tewer. 

Sure enough, when I nulled out the 1280 tower, the 
harmonic was worse, if I nulled out the cell phone tower 
the harmonic was 
quite a bit le s. 

Visual ex 
nation of the 
tower showe the 
cause. This ti e, 
it was not the 
detuning s irt, 
but the sa ty 
climb cable as 
loose, flappin in 
the breeze an it 
would strike ei-
ther the deturning skirt wires or the uninpole cell 
phone tower itself. 

Harris MW-1A Won't Stay On The Air 
I got a call that the station would not stay on the air. 

The staff kept restarting it and it would come back up 
with normal readings. None of the overload indicators 
were wired into the remote control, so I told them if it 
goes off mid day to leave it off, and tell anyone that 
calls that they can listen to the translator married to the 
station and then call me. I went out and found it had 
tripped out on high SWR. Examining the site revealed 
weeds and saplings growing into the tower past the 
base insulator. 

(Continued on Page 28) 

Available in stock from 
Broadcast Depot, Call: 800-313-7592 
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mix 
The industry's most affordable and versatile 

touchscreen console is now available in three sizes 

mixIT-6 mixIT-12 
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6 Faders 12 Faders 
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18 Faders 

• AES67, Ravenna, LivewireTM AolP built in • Mic In, Analog & Digital I/O 
• Optional Dante® AolP now available • EQ, Dynamics and Mix-Minus 

Logitek 
Networked Audio Consoles 

Learn more at logitekaudio.com or call 800.231.5870 



Practical Tech 

More Short Takes 

— Continued from Page 26 — 

I figured that clearing the weeds would solve the 

problem and it did for three days. Then it started drop-
ping off the air 
again. This time 
no VSWR trip or 
other overload 
indicators were 
lit. On the MW-
1A, there is no 
separate indictor 

for loss of air 
flow, the "Off" 
button just illumi-
nates. But the big 
muffin fan was 
replaced not that 
long ago as well 
as the sail switch. 
I checked the 
time delay on the 
airflow circuit 
and it was correct 
at about five sec-
onds. The filter looked liked it had just been replaced. It 
then dawned on me that this was a more "premium" 

brand of filter which might get rid of more dust and 
dander, but it cut the air flow back enough that the sail 
switch would drop out. Going back to the "el cheapo" 
filter solved the problem. This may also explain why I 
see a lot of Harris MW- 1 As and the earlier MW- 1 with 
no air filters at all. One can get away with this, short 
term, ifthe building is dust free or one is willing to come 
out every so often to clean all the dust and insects that 
might get into a transmitter without an air filter. How-

ever, a workable upgrade of some sort is warranted. 

The Remote Control Doesn't Like My Password 
I got a call from a Sine System user about a month 

ago, that they ccould no longer log into the site. 
I went to the site and confirmed that the Sine 

System worked OK from the local phone. Then I 
verified that they were using the correct password. 
Next, I called from my cell phone and sure enough, it 
was behaving as if I had entered a bad password, but 
only sometimes. Other times it acted as if I had not 

touched any keys at all, eventually timing out. I never 
was able log into the Sine System by calling into it. So 

I called the site number again from my cell phone, but 
this time picked up the local phone before the Sine 
System could answer. When I tried to play myself 
DTMF tones they did not come through. 

This site, as is becoming more common these days, 
does not have traditional POTS (Plain Old Telephone 
Service) over a copper pair. They are using one of the 
cellular based "Home Phone" units. These have an 
antenna to get a connection over the wireless network, a 
power supply, often a backup battery and an RJ- 11 jack 
that is supposed to simulate a POTS line, but they are far 

from perfect. There are only a couple makes and models 
that work for this application, the Verizon 4G LTE 
Broadband router with Voice and the AT&T device 
pictured below. This site has the AT&T variant which 
worked until about a month ago. 

As of press time the issue hasn't been resolved. For 
now, someone drives up to the site once a week to take 
transmitter readings. I'll let you know how we make out 
next time. 

Bob Reite operates his contract engineering firm, 
Telecentral Electronics, Inc. servicing radio stations in 
Pennsylvania and New York state and may be contacted 
at br@telcen.com 

PHASETEK INC. 
Custom Phasing Systems 

High quality AM Phasing and Branch-
ing systems, Antenna Tuning units, Mul-
tiplexers, and RF components. 

www.phasetekinc.com 

I I 
I  

POWER-TILLER 
WITH RADOME 

• 

PSI is dedicated to designing and manufacturing the 
highest quality product. Working diligently with 

station engineers, consultants and outside vendors 
ensures that each pro.iect is completed to the 

cus92.1 ction. 

Wide range of antenna mo ilable 
at all power levels, directional and 

non-directional, multi-station and more. 

Additional products include.. 

Transmission Line 

Combiners 

Filters 

Turnkey Systems 

Propagation Systems, Inc. 
Phone: (814) 472 - 5540 Fax: (814) 472 - 5676 
Email: salesgpsibroadcast.com www.psibroadcast.com 
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TAP INTO YOUR BROADCASTS THROUGH AN EASY TO USE REMOTE WEB INTERFACE 

WITH INOVONICS . EXPANSIVE OFFERING OF REMOTE MONITORING EQUIPMENT. 

PROFESSIONAL REMOTE 
MONITORING 
FROM ANY LOCATION. 
ON ANY DEVICE. 
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SOFIA 568 HD Radio SiteStrecrmer+im 

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com I sales@inovonicsbroadcast.com I 831-458-0522 

WHY INOVONICS? 
- Quality Solutions. Competitive Prices. - Three-year Factory Warranty 

- Quick to install. Easy to Program - Quality after sales service 

531 N FM Modulation Analyzer 
Direct and off-air reception. Keep a sharp 
eye on total RF signal performance. 

525N AM Modulation Analyzer 
Third generation AM Modulation Monitor 
designed for accurate AM readings even in the 
presence of Hybrid Digital ( 180C) transmissions. 

SiteStreamers 
Compact Size with huge features. 
Powerful web graphics & Internet streaming. 
Dante AolP available on all SOF1AS. 

TRY OUR LIVE 
PRODUCT DEMOS! 
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Prnr4iral SnilitiOnS 

All Hung Up 
by Jim Turvaville 

Those of you who have followed my articles the past 
several years know that I'm an efficiency nut, not just in 
operational matters but in space saving as well. I live in an 
overgrown tiny house (525 sq ft), program and run my five 
rural radio stations in a very small operations center (450 sq 
ft), and just always seem to be trying to find a way to make 
something work in a smaller space. My thoughts for you 
today follow along that line, and just might give you some 
usable ideas for your specific needs. 

Not being an "early adopter" person, I tend to be one of 
the last to embrace the new stuff. My wife says I'm just an 
old curmudgeon who is resistant to change; which is not 
anywhere near being the truth — I am resistant to change just 
for the sake of change. When something new comes along, 
I like to evaluate it to know if it' s just something new because 
someone wanted to be the one who invented something new, 
or if it really does solve real world problems and really does 
work better than previous things in the genre. Oddly enough, 
flat screen TV's fell into this category for me. 

Not that I did not like those new flat screen TV's when 
they came out. Being born visually challenged, I have never 
really enjoyed watching TV, because I had to sit so close to 
comprehend all that was going on, that it was just impractical 
to be comfortable doing so. So the idea that we now could 
have a really large viewing area, and it not take up so much 

space, was instantly appealing. I had gone through the 
horrible years with that gigantic CRT TV that took up 

massive real estate and weighed as much as a small elephant, 
so that part of flat screen technology was instantly em-
braced. And for several years, I enjoyed a newly found 
viewing experience for video entertainment. As the technol-
ogy advanced to our desktop computer monitors, I was even 
more thrilled to have desk real estate being used in a much 
more efficient manner. I was an early champion of the little 
shelves to set the monitor on and have space under it for the 
keyboard, drawers for pens, etc. and even when dual moni-
tors became available that shelf just got bigger. 

Then it happened ... someone created a mount to put that 
flat screen TV on the wall instead of on that TV stand, and 
my alarm bells started ringing. Do they have any idea how 
many of those are going to fall off the wall and splatter on the 
floor, and even maybe on some child playing nearby? The 
untold carnage of destruction that awaits the general public 
from such a reckless use of technology, with apparently no 
regard for the laws of physics and mechanical engineering! 
Yes, I was convinced wall mounting TV's was the most 
untested and carelessly thought out creation of the 21st 
century; and I avoided them for years. If! went somewhere 
and one was mounted on the wall, I walked on the other side 
of the room from it, just in case the inevitable breakdown 
was to happen and I would get caught in the fallout. 

Then it got worse — my own brother purchased one of 
those wall mounts for his 55 inch flat screen TV, and then he 
actually asked me to help him install it. What was Ito do? 

Now my own flesh and blood family was going to be subject 
to certain injury and loss of property because of the reckless 
design of a piece of home entertainment hardware. I had no 
choice but to participate in the endeavor, so I began like 
absolutely no decent engineer worth their salt would ever do 
— I read the directions. 

While the multi-lingual set of directions was poor at 
best, from a literary standpoint, the exploded drawings and 
sequence of amembly was really quite easy to comprehend. 
I began to unlerstand the physics of how the weight of the 
TV was gettilig distributed to the mounting arms and wall 
bracket, and started to embrace the design. Since this was my 
brother, then his motto of "anything worth doing is worth 
over-doing" then the wall anchors were never a question in 
my mind — there would be plenty and they would be larger 
than specified. 

None of using those cheesy plastic anchors and #8 
screws; no, this called for 1/4-20 thread 3-inch toggle bolts. 
And not 4 or 6 but at least 12 would be used to support the 
unit on the bracket. This particular mount was one of the 
wall-extension and swivel types, so it had plenty of mechani-
cal aspects for me to test and evaluate. And sure enough, not 
only did it work; it worked really, really well. After my 
brother's death, when we were emptying out the house, this 
bracket was just about the last thing left to be removed since 
I knew it would take a long time to reverse engineer what we 
had installed. In a momentary stroke of genius, I decided to 
leave it for the next occupants of the home — you know, just 
in case they wanted to have a TV in the exact same place. 

With my fear of certain calamity now calmed, I found 
myself beginning to embrace wall-mounting of things my-
self. After all, once convinced of how well something 
works, we might as well go all-in, right? I mounted my own 
TV on the wall in my tiny house (I had reserved a place for 
one, just never quite got it done) and then took that idea to 

(Continued on Page 32) 

Coaxial Dynamics 
A CDI INDUSTRIES, INC. COMPANY 

SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading manufacturer of 
precision equipment for the measurement and termination of 
RF Power since 1969. Our equipment is used by engineers 
in a wide variety of applications throughout the world. 

Our products include: 

'Directional Wattmeters for both Analog & Digital applications 
from 1 W to 100 kW and from 2 MHz to 2.3 GHz. 

•Wattchman RF Monitor/Alarm Systems. 

'Line Sections & Plug- In Elements. 

•RF Loads - Dry, Oil, Water, and Air designs up to 200 kW. 

'Low Pass Filters & Power Sensors. 

6800 Lake Abram Drive, Middleburg His., Ohio 44130, USA 
440-243-1100 . Toll Free: 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: 440-243-1101 
E- Mail: sales@coaxial.com • Web Site: www.coaxial.com 

•Broadcast Equipment. 
Wattchman - High Power Wattmeters - Elements 

'Line Sections & Meters. 

'Termination Loads. 
Dry - Oil - Water - Air 
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Find the smartest broadcast studio technology at bionic.radio 
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Broadcasters General Store 

352-622-7700 www.BGS.cc 



Practical Solutions 

— Continued from Page 30 — 

the next step and mounted 3 computer monitors on the wall 
over the large desk shared by my bride and myself for our 
home office. (Fig-
ure 1) The desk 
folds up when not 
in use and a dining 
table folds down. 

I took the idea 
to the office; and in 
Studio A (like we 
even have more 
than one studio in 
450 sq ft.) I traded 
the over-the-console shelf with a pair of monitors, for a pair of 
wall mounts to the left of the operator, out of line-of-sight to 
guests. (Figure 2) 
I then upgraded my 
office manager's 
workspace with a 
larger monitor at-
tached to the wall, 
with the addition 
of a mic arm to use 
for production. 
(Figure 3) 

In my case, I 
found the medium 
sized wall mount 
kits, which are 
rated for up to 25 
inch screens, listed on Amazon were more than sufficient. 
(Figure 4) While they are not meant for any rigorous use, in 

all of these instances the position remains almost totally 
static, requiring next to no adjustments except for the occa-
sional realignment 
after dusting and 
cleaning. I was 
concerned about 
their quality for the 
low price I paid, 
but to this date I've 
had no failures at 
all, only a couple 
of minor tighten-
ing required for the 
older and heavier 
25 inch monitors on my home office. 

To really put the icing on my wall-mounted cake, I 
have recently incorporated this same wall mount with a 
tablet mount. We do weekly for 
Instagram, and I 
had gone through 
several mounts 
looking for one to 
hold a phone for 
the shot. We use a 
lapel mic plugged 
into the phone for 
improved audio, 
but needed stabil-
ity for the video; 
so the 360 degree 
rotating clip holder 
(Figure 5) on a tri-
pod has worked 
great. I found that the holder has a standard 1/4-20 thread 
for tripods, and comes in a larger size to hold tablets. Being 
a tablet junkie (I have 6 of them) I created a combination 

videos in our studio 

RITRONIC R.. fiRCH 
Performance Íegn 

of that same wall 
mount and tablet 
holder with a short 
piece ofblack PVC 
pipe and 1/4-20 
all-thread cut to 
length to create the 
unit that mounts at 
my bedside to al-
low me to lay in 
bed and watch 
video on my tab-
let comfortably. 
(Figure 6) This 
would also work 
in a studio or of-
fice to hold a tab-
let or phone for 
video needs. But 
with mine mounted bedside next to my Nato mount that 
holds my phone, I'm all set for always being in touch and 
having entertain 
ment at my finger-
tips. I can now 
party all night long 
— or at least until 
9:00 p.m. 

Jim "Turb" 
Turvaville is se i-n 
retired from 43 years 
in full-time Radio En-
gineering and lives 
in Rural Wheeler 
County Texas in a 
"tiny house" where he maintains a small clientele of stations under 
his Turbo Technical Services (www.jimturbo.net) operation pro-
viding FCC appliciftion preparation and field work. 

RF DUMMY LOADS 

for ALL YOUR 

APPLICATIONS 

AIR-COOLED - HDTV 

• HD a WATER-COOLED 

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC. 
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 

E-mail: info@altronic.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com 
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Break Out 

New from StudioHub! Meet the XLR Breakout Panel. Sixteen XLR connectors 
up front and a combination of RJ45 and DB-25 connectors around back. 
Use for microphones, mono or stereo analog lines, or AES/EBU. Featuring 
premium components and a compact 1RU powder-coated steel chassis 
that fully encloses the circuitry. No exposed circuit boards. Four different 
combinations of male/female connectors are available. Only $295 ( MSRP). 

Adapters 

Audio over CAT-5. StudioHub is 
the original broadcast adapter. 

Hubs & Patch Panels 

Breakout boxes, patch panels 
and punch blocks. 

Power over CAT-5 

Exclusive power injection 
system enables CAT-5 cables to 
deliver audio plus power. 

Premium shielded CAT-5 
patch cables. 

MatchJacks 

Audio balancers, converters 
and accessories. 

Panels 

Headphone amps, mic 
preamps, buttons and jacks. 
There's a panel for everything. 

Dongles, Splitters, 
& Couplers 

DSUB to Rj45 converters, level 
pads, splitters and more. 

Distribution Amps 

Analog and digital distribution 
amplifiers. 

Mounts 

Pt..t your panels in their place 
with our bezels and mounting 
systems. 

:021 Angry Audio LLC w,vw.studiohub.com StudioHub 



Shop Talk by Steve Tuzeneu, CBT 
Misc. Tech-Tips and Thoughts 

With the busy schedule I have, it's always a chal-
lenge to find the time and material to put into this 
column. One of the sources I have is you, the reader. I 
always welcome thoughts from readers who can spare a 
few minutes to send an email. Emails from my readers 
make writing this column worthwhile. 

Letter From Readers 
I recently received an email from H. Jay Melnick of 

ColoRadio Communications Group, Green Valley, AZ. 
He wrote to express his concern about the scams out 
there on YouTube. He writes: 

Steve: 
Here are some things to take a look at: These are 

Scam Baiters, whose sole purpose is to waste and 
destroy Scammers operations. You may have heard 
about Jim Browning already. These are all YouTubers, 
so you can see their work Also the work of how the 
scammers operate, much in the same way the hackers 

get into our s ites. Take a look at The following You Tube 
sites: Jim Browning, Lewis Tech, Scammer Payback, 
pleasant Green, Kitboga, scam bait central. There are 
a lot more than just these people. Stay healthy Jay. 

Jay speaks from his own experience, and I can't 
confirm or deny his findings. 

Privacy Invasion 
This part of my article is going to feel like a con-

spiracy theory piece, but with the advanced technology 
we have today, I think we are dealing with a new reality. 
I mentioned YouTube above, and I will mention them 
here, too. Go to 
YouTube and 
search for "Rob 

Braxman tech." 
Spend a little time 
watching his vid-
eos and your eyes 
will be opened to 
what's going on 
in America. You 
may also want to 
visit his website: 
haps://bra x.m el 
home/rob 

Monitor 
Confusion 

I recently finished the on air-studio for the station 
where I am both the general manager and chief engi-
neer. Imagine the jokes I've heard about holding both 

positions. I had noticed one of my computer screens 

from our on-air playout systems was looking greenish 
(Figure 1). I have installed a few studios in my day and 
had never seen a monitor with a greenish tint before. 

This one had me scratching my head for a while. The 
video from the workstation was connected to a local 

KVM and the other end to the remote KVM. At first I 
thought one or both of my KVMs were defective. Then 

the idea came to mind: Was the VGA connector all the 
way into the connector on the back of the work station? 
I disconnected the VGA connector on the back of the 
workstation and carefully plugged it back in, making 
sure it was fully seated. When I checked the monitor 
again, it was working properly. I am sharing this 
embarrassing moment with you so if you ever see this, 
you will know what to try to correct the problem. 

Great Web Resource 
When I had a little more time in my life, I would 

make frequent visits to The BDR. That stands for the 
Broadcasters Desktop Resource. 

The Link You Need to Know 
to Help Get Your Job Done Right! 

www.theBDR.net 

MIMI AVM.. 
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Merl. ham 
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(Continued on Page 36) 

Studio Items Inc 

Mic Booms 
On-Air Lights 

Speaker Mounts 
www.studioitems.com 

TORPFY TIME 
(The Good Time People) 

Clocks 

Up/Down Timers 

www.ram68.com 

War 
MUM. 

amming» 

News Mixers 

Line Matchers 

www.ram68.com 

RAM Systems 

Broadcast Furniture 
Sound Absorption Panels 

www.ram68.com 
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Shop Talk -1.." 
Misc. Tech-Tips and Thoughts 

— Continued from Page 34 — 

Located here: letps://www.thebdr.net/ it's a great 
place to learn engineering, or relearn some things you 
may have forgotten. If you have time on Thursday 
afternoon, Barry Mishkind hosts a Zoom meeting for 

engineers. He often has some excellent guests who talk 
about some great topics. I have enjoyed the lunch 

meetings I attended but, unfortunately, I am usually too 
busy to join the live meetings. Barry tells me he records 

and archives all of the meetings, so you and I can watch 
these meetings when it is more convenient. 

Nice Engineering Apps 
There are some apps for iPhone and Android you 

might want to download to your phone. You never know 
when you might need one of these. All of them are free 
and ad-supported. Some ofthe apps will let you upgrade 
to an app that is add-free. 

There have been times when I wanted to use a signal 
generator to give me some audio. I would wish I had 

brought one with me, so I had to forget about setting 
levels or testing an audio input. Now I have a signal 
generator on my Android phone. I went to the Play Store 
and downloaded "Signal Generator." Anytime I need 
some audio, all I have to do is launch this app, and I can 

send audio out of my cell phone. I can select nearly any 

frequency and in-

tensity, and I can see 
levels going into an 
audio console from 
a microphone. 

Another handy 
application is called 
"Sat Finder." And, 
as the name implies, 
you can locate a sat-
ellite with this bit of software for your smartphone. It, 
too, is ad supported, 
but you can upgrade 
to an ad-free ver-
sion for a price. 

If your station 

has an Internet 
stream, you may 

want to use this free 
bit of software to 

monitor the audio 
It's called the Pira Silence Detector, and it's available 
here: https://pira.cz/show.asp?art=silence 

As far as system resources are concerned, it is very 
light. Once your stream goes silent, Pira can be set up 
to send you an email. If your phone is set up like mine, 
your phone will make a sound when you receive an 
email. Then you will know that your stream needs 

attention. 
At the same website, you will also find software for 

sending RDS data over the air through a subcarrier. This 
software is also free. https://www.pira.cz/rds/ 
show.asp?id=magic_rds_4 

Signal Generator 

SatFinder 
be. 

• ...me 

[mum J. 
,,a.,,••• or ...on 

a 

Magic ROS 4 - Windows Control Software for ROS Encoders 

Looking for Input 
Are you an engineer who has learned something 

new? Maybe you discovered a cool app that you love 

having on your smartphone. Or perhaps you found some 
software that is very helpful. Whatever gem you may 
have discovered, I would love hearing from you. Feel 
free to contact me at stuzeneu@sbe.org — your useful 
information will be appreciated by my readers and me. 

Thanks for reading my column. I hope you found 
something interesting or useful. 

The thoughts, ideas, and opinions in this column are 
my own, and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
Radio Guide or its publisher. 

Steve Tuzeneu, CBE is the general manager and 
chief enginee1 for WINS 104.9 FM in Middletown, 
Connecticut. Ale is a member of the SBE, and an extra 

class radio amateur. 
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TRANSMITTING 

CAPACITORS 
MICA-VACUUM-CERAMIC 
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L. LIN K@SURCOM .COM 
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WVRC-8 Plus Web & Voice Dial-up Remote Control 
The WVRC-8 Plus is a cost-effective remote control with a 

browser-based HTML5 web interface and dial-up telephone voice 
interface in a 1 rack-unit form factor. It features 8 raise relays, 8 
lower relays, 8 status inputs, 8 metering inputs, a temperature 
probe input, a silence sense input, and a power fail input. 

• eie,,::4%\mii 

4,..4 .et:ay.:4 4, le». Broadcast Tools is a Veteran Owned Business 
Designed, Assembled and Supported 

er'erie- in WA State, USA. 

e II- www.broadcasttools com 

N 

All the functionality you need to monitor and control your site 
is built-in, including: notification via email and SMS-email, alarm 
logging, programmable macros, a 100-event scheduler, 
and SNMP. 

BROADCAST 

PROBLEM SOLVED 
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Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or a stereo analog signal 
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal User programmable 

TITUS 
TECHNICIL.OQICAL 
LABORATORIES 

860-633-5472 WWW.11TUSLABS.COM 

reirf Satellite 
Loecieng tire Industry 

Outperforming the rest for over 35 years! 

Our 3.7m 4-piece sectional antenna with computer 

generated ribs has been the industry standard 

FOR DECADES! 

Superior Quality Quick Delivery 

!nexpensive Shipping & Simple Installation 

Low Maintenance 10,000s Installed Globally 

DH Sectional C/Ku Band Antennas Available: 
1.8m - 2.4m - 2.7m - 3.0m 

3.7m - 4.2m - 4.5m - 5.0m 

Mount Options: 
Fixed Az- El, Polar Tracking. Horizon lo Horizon, 

Fixed & Dual-Powered Gibra:ter Az-Ei 
Dual-Powered Gemini Az-El 

Options: 
Hct Dip Galvanizing, Electronics Cabing, Filters, De-icing, 

Non-Penetrating Roof Mounts & Corcrete Template Kits 

For More Information: dhsat@cmhtc.net 

Prepare for the 
Upcoming . 

5G Transition , 

OffSa tJ1FItecom 00-627-9443 
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Small marermi noddle 
Just Blowing Off Steam 

by Roger Paskvan 

Radio provides entertainment, talk, information and 
of course a critical link to weather and other services 
demanded by the public. All in all, the FCC declares 
radio an essential service to the general public. This was 
made very clear over the past year of Covid lock down. 
We must stay on the air. 

The lock down hurt many small market stations more 
than other businesses, since radio thrives off the success 
of these community businesses. In a small market, by its 
very definition, that means the pickings are less. For 
radio stations in these small markets, essentially, the 
only hardware store is closed, the only four restaurants 

are closed and the scenario repeats itself in the next small 
market town. Encompassing your coverage area, that's 
most of the advertisers that are paying your bills to stay 
afloat. For a time, almost every business was either 
closed or on limited hours. All advertising was basically 
shut out of the budget. Let's face it, no people are coming 
into these stores and they just don't have the money to 
advertise. Like the old saying goes, "If you have to cut 
expenses, the ad budget goes first." 

When the FCC made it mandatory that broadcasting 
stay on the air, for some small market stations, this 
became a serious problem. Staffing and people not com-
ing in to work became critical. There are only so many 
radio services that can be done, working from home. Our 

small market sales staff did not want to have face to face 
contact with clients during this period. There are only so 
many sales that can be closed by email and telephone. 
Most clients just said ... No. So many of these small 
market stations lost thousands of dollars and have no way 
to recover that loss. Some operators reduced staff and 
learned new ways of saving cash. For some, payroll 
became financed by government PPP loans just to stay on 
the air, as the only essential service in some areas. Most 
of these loans were forgiven which helped some of the 

pain go away. 
So here we are one year later. It feels like we are 

digging out from a hurricane disaster. Businesses are 
trying to open 
since most of the 
mandates have 
been lifted. Many 
small market busi-
ness cannot find 
help to reopen. Of 
course the stupid 
unemployment $300 political bonus just made things a lot 
worse for these businesses. Why work when employees 
can stay home and collect the same money for doing 
nothing. A ride through a typical small market town has a 
fleet of"Help Wanted" signs on every door. Even fast food 

restaurants are having to close during the day — they just 
can't find enough help. This translates into loss of revenue 
for the local radio stations in so many small markets. When 
will this come to an end and life return to normal? 

The news is also full of scary political proposals such 
as raising the corporate tax on businesses. What will that 
do? Just make it harder for small market businesses to 
recover and get back to normal. This will affect our radio 
station's bottom line. No one needs more expenses, 
especially now. Many stations, due to budget restraints 
put off buying equipment and repairs that now must get 
done. Engineers are getting hard to find these days, 
especially in small towns. I've heard stories of stations 
having to import engineering services from five hundred 
miles away. That only makes the bills big, but also calls 
out the critical need in these broadcast markets. 

Recently, I he car dealers are now cancelling ad con-
tracts becaus 
89 cent chip, 
cars from bein 
car dealers c 
most car deal 

they cannot get any new cars. Yes, some 
made in Japan, is stopping thousands of 
built. No cars, translate into no sales, and 
ting ad campaigns. The sad part is that 
packages are pretty hefty and this really 

hurts small market radio. 
So small market radio is facing the brunt of the lock 

down. Many stations have simply gone bankrupt through 
no fault of thei own. When businesses won't advertise, 
there is simply no revenue coming in the radio station 
door. As I'm writing this, I'm hearing on the news that 
there is talk of 
dates and the p 
does this come 
faced so many 

Roger Paskv 
Bemidji State Uni 
rpaskvan@bemi 

second Covid strain, more mask man-
ssibility of a second shut down. When 
o an end? Small market radio has never 
hallenges to just survive. 
n is a Professor of Mass Communications at 
ersity, Bemidji, AeV. You may contact him at: 

jistate.edu 
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Air Cooling Blues - Part Two 
by John L. Marcon, CBRE CBTE 8VSB Specialist 

In Part 1 (Radio Guide May/Jun-2 I), I talked about 
two types of set-ups for a transmitter room air cooling 
system. The first one described the closed loop where 
the air coming out of the transmitter exhaust is circu-
lated inside the room. The second one was about the 
open loop where a blower draws air from the outside 
to cool the transmitter and the hot air from the trans-
mitter exhaust is ducted out of the building. 

In this second installment, we will look at the 
effects of inadequate cooling on a solid-state, air-
cooled transmitter. The tricky part of this story is the 
fact that the transmitter was OK in the beginning but, 
as the months went on, some components on the 
amplifier circuits started failing and no one knew why. 
There were other problems unrelated to cooling but 
they were ironed out during the warranty period. The 
long running issue were the overheating RF transistors 
and electrolytic capacitors. 

The transmitter consists of three cabinets and two 
blowers. The first and second cabinets share one huge 
blower while the other blower is on the third cabinet. 
There has been an unintended consequence with this 
arrangement, which we shall see later. A cabinet con-
tains eight power amplifier (PA) modules with eight 
push-pull Field Effect Transistors (FETs) per module. 

Even after a few months after the installation, the 
engineers noticed that some transistors had higher 
flange temperature than the others. While many were 
in the high 60s °C or low 70s °C, there were transistors 
with 85°C ( 185°F) temperature or higher. Upon in-
spection, we found out that the drain leads (terminals) 
of these FETs were burned. The drain lead connects to 
the output combiner circuit of the module. 

We initially considered all the possible causes of 
the failures, not just the cooling part. We thought that 
the problem could be due to oscillation, poor connec-
tion, or a case of premature device failure. Destroyed 
capacitors can be caused by overvoltage. However, 
this was unlikely because the other capacitors were 
OK and they share a common power supply, and the 
damaged capacitors were only on certain places. With 
a high temperature on the pallets, the capacitors reached 
their end of life much sooner. A consequence of a 
capacitor failure was that it also took down the con-
nected transistor. Transistors failing early can also be 
due to a bad batch in the manufacturing process. Also, 
the failures would happen maybe one to three times 
and then it would be quiet for a long time. In our case, 
the faults were more than three times, as we shall see 
later. It also seemed to happen at random. 

Soldering and Thermal Compound 
We ordered new soldering tools, with new FETs 

and capacitors to replace the defective components. 
While we were doing this, I noticed that the thermal 
compound underneath some of the FET flanges had 
dried out. Sure enough, when we used new thermal 
compound, some of the modules' RF output improved. 
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However, even after the repair, the transmitter could 
not be pushed to more than 87%. Pushing it higher, 
even for a few days, would result in transistor failures. 

Figurel: Burned transistor lead and destroyed power 
supply capacitors. Amazingly, after I cleaned and re-
soldered the leads, the FET still worked. 

Another thing we noticed was the incomplete surface 
solder on some of the gate leads. As shown below, in 
Figure 2, the solder did not spread underneath the termi-
nals of the FETs. Soldering these surface mount type 
components is usually done in bulk, and wave soldering 
was often used in bulk PCB soldering of big components. 

modules have four pallets mounted side by side on a 
heatsink base. Pallet 1 is in front followed by 2, 3 and 
4. As per record, there were six failures in pallet 1, 
eight failures in 2, also eight in 3, and fifteen failures 
in pallet 4. 

Figure 3: A power module with four amplifier pallets. 
Airflow in feet per minute as measured from an open slot. 

I needed to know the relative temperature along 
the heat sink. The temperature of the FETs are dis-
played on the front panel but this was actually for 
pallet 4 only. The actual temperatures of the other 
three are not on the screen. Since it was not possible to 
do readings with a thermometer when the PA module 
was plugged in, I did it immediately after the module 
was pulled out from the cabinet. The readings showed 
that the heats ink at the end was indeed hotter than that 
at the front. 

We then lonked at measuring the airflow going into 
the heatsink structure. As we can see from the drawing 
above (Figure 3), it shows that the airflow on the first 
two pallets was much greater than that of amp 4. This 
fact correlates with the high temperature reading on 
amp 4 and the number of faulty FETs that we recorded. 
In short, the lesser the airflow, the more failures 
occurred. The temperatures would have been worse 
except the transmitter was unintentionally operated at 
a lower power for some time — the readings would have 
been higher if it was running at full power. 

Why was the airflow not uniform 
throughout the length of the PA mod-
ule? The search for the answer began 
with the centrifugal blower. Centrifu-
gal blowers are used in duct systems 
with high static pressure. In compari-
son, axial blowers easily lose airflow 
when used in high static pressure load. 
While the centrifugal blower has a rela-
tively more stable airflow even at high 
static pressure, the air coming out of it 
is actually uneven or not uniform. 

I believe that the designers knew 
about the weak airflow at the back pal-
lets. In fact, the flange temperature sen-
sor is connected in pallet 4 and this was 
the hottest part ofthe module. They may 

SOLDER DID NOT SPREAD 

UNDER TERMINALS 

SOLDER DID NOT SPREAD 

UNDER TERMINAL 

Figure 2: With the FETs taken off, we noticed that there was no solder 
under the gate leads. There was also one solder joint that cracked. 
Thankfully, it worked fine after we re-soldered the joint. 

I am uncertain whether incomplete surface solder-
ing can happen in wave soldering, so it may be that they 
soldered these manually. However, doing it manually 
would be too laborious because of the quantity of the 
boards. It may also be that the soldering tip might not 
have been hot enough. In the end, we do not know what 
really happened here. However, most of the FETs do 
have good solder connections. 

Airflow and Temperature on the 
Heatsunk Fins of the PA Modules 

The next thing we looked at was the airflow and 
temperature on the heatsink. Each one of the PA 
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have assumed that if the temperature on the last pallet 
was OK, then the rest of them should also be OK. 

The illustration in Figure 4 (next page), shows the 
airflow leaving a fan did not reach a uniform flow 
profile until several duct diameters from the outlet 
area. The first few feet of the duct should be straight 
and must reach 100% effective duct length to achieve 
uniform airflow. 

For 100% effective duct length, the formula is as 
follows: L = (fpm/1000) x (duct diameter). At 5,022 
total cfm (cubic feet per minute) airflow volume and 1.5 
ft diameter duct, 100% duct length = 4.2 ft. 

(Continued on Page 42) 



Why Not Switch to Complete FM / N Product Line 

Coax switches available in 
Type-N and 7/16 DIN and 
7/8" through 6-1/8" 

• Antennas 

• Splitters 

• Notch Filters 

• Harmonic Filters 

• Power combiners 

• Channel combiners 

• N + 1 Switching Matrix 

Control panels available. 

A subsidiary of MEG RF Solutions 

Toll Free: 800-545-0608 I www.mcibroadcast.com www.megaind.corn 

AM Dinlexers I Trinlexers 
Analog or HD 

LAB4.50 Dehydrator 
-6 Air Outlets 
-300 1/hour flow rate 
-MTBF: 165,000 Hours 
-Dua compressors & 
drying chambers 

10 MHz 

Kintten- ic Lab.4r., TM 
An ISO 9*registered company 

Kintronic is egernark of Kintronic Labr, Inc 

Mow Loads, 
5 75 

Email: ktlekintrpnic.com  Tel: 1-423-878-3141 Web: www.kintronic.com 
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Transmitter Site 
— Continued from Page 40 — 

The straight section in our transmitter is much 
shorter than this length and in fact, the there is an 
elbow downward right after the blower. In addition, 

before the air reached the amplifiers, it had to go 
through the power supply, combiners, and so on. 
These all contributed to the non-uniform airflow. 

CENTRIFUGAL FAN 

100% EFFECTIVE c;1 
DUCT LENGTH 

OUTLET AREA 

duct cross 
section 

Figure 4: Airflow characteristic of a centrifugal fan. 

There has been another consequence from this 
uneven airflow. We would think that the airflow from 
the one big blower should have divided equally be-
tween the two cabinets. However, the airflow in cabi-
net two has been 600 cfm less than the airflow in 
cabinet 1 (Figure 5). As a result, cabinet two tempera-

ture has been 4.5°F higher than cabinet one. We do not 
know why they used only one blower instead of two but 

it was possibly for economic reasons. However, if 
there were a blower for each one, there would be equal 
airflow on the two cabinets. 

Upon further analysis of the complete cooling 
system, we figured that the AC needed to be replaced 
with a bigger unit. With a new AC, the flange tempera-

ture of the transistors improved, and the amplifiers 

became more stable with this change. Thus, despite all 
the problems with airflow, and the soldering of the 
transistors, the situation was better. 

I also replaced all the capacitors, since most of them 
were also affected by the high operating temperature. A 
good but unintended effect of all the work was that we 
have become more skilled in repairing the modules. 

Despite the cooling issues, I be-
lieve that the amplifier boards were 
well designed because it has become 
more reliable since the replacement 
of the air-conditioner. The driver, 
pre driver, and Pallet 1 amplifier, all 
in front, in all of the 24 modules, 
have been near trouble-free in the 12 
years that this transmitter was in ser-
vice. I believe this is another proof of 

a good amplifier design. In this re-
gard, if the modules had stronger 
airflow at the back, would it have 
reduced the failures? What if they 
used a bigger blower? Certainly, re-
designs would require more resources 
and engineering time, which they may 
not have had back then. The way the 
combiner and power supply got in 
the way of the flow of the air, it was 
just hard to make a uniform airflow 
for the modules. 

Figure 5: The short duct between the blower and transmitter cabinets 
1 and 2 resulted in uneven airflow and as an added consequence, the 
split of the airflow between cabinets 1 and 2 was also uneven. 

John L. Marcon, CBTE CBRE 8VSB 
Specialist, is the Chief Engineer for 
Victory Television Network (VTN) in 
Arkansas, with international experi-
ence in both Radio and Television Broad-
cast, and has an Electronics Teaching 
background. 

Why do broadcasters 
love Bext antennas? 

Performance, 
Customer Service 

and Sturdiness, explained 
this way by a Bext customer: 

"I love Bext Antennas. Its high-power TFC2K* model is built 

so sturdy and seems virtually unbreakable. We trust those 

for our stations located in hurricane-prone areas". 

— DAVID HOXENG, ADX Communications, Pensacola, Florida 

* TFC2K arrays can be rated up to 75 kW power handling. 

888 239 8462 

TRANSCOM CORPORATION 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit Our Website — www.fmamtv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 

AM 

FM 

Special 

1 kW 
1 kW 
5 kW 
5 kW 
10 kW 
10 kW 
12 kW 
50 kW 
50 kW 

2005 
2016 
2015 
2004 
1997 
2006 
2001 
1990 
2006 

Nautel J1000 
BE 1A 
GateAir DAX5 
GateAir DAX5 
Nautel ND10 
Harris DX10 
Nautel XL12 
Harris DX50 
Nautel XR50 

Please see our current listings on our website. 

55 W 
150 W 
10.0 kW 
20.0 kW 

2000 
2016 
1998 
2005 

Harris DIGITTm CD 
Crown & Technalogix 
Harris FM10 
BE 20T 

Please see our current listings on our website. 

1 kW 2018 Radio Partes 1000 

Used Misc. Equipment: 

Burk ARC PLUS • Burk Technology Plus-X ICRU 
Burk Technology ARC Plus Touch • Burk Technology Plus-X IIU 

Inovopnics 531 FM Modulation Monitor 

Please go to our website for updated listings. 
Retuning and testing available - call for quote! 
OMB 511_ systems for radio, complete 
with antenna and cable for under $5,000! 

PO Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027 
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • Fax: 215-938-7361 
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(877) HEBA-4-US (781) 275-1147 
www.worldwideantennasystems.com 

eee> 
WORLD WIDE 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

ECONCO 
Rebuilt Power Tubes 

Approximately One Half the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 
Call for Your Quotatioq 

Phone: 530-662-7553 • Fax: 530-666-7760 
Toll Free: 800-5U-6626 

www.econco.com 
1318 Commerce Ave, Woodland, CA 95776 

NiCOM 
HELPING YOU er" CLEAR SIGNALS SINCE 1997 

e 

ni 

FM & TV TRANSMITTERS 

* • • • • 
_ 

• • ' 

STL SYSTEMS 

FM & TV ANTENNAS 

CC 619.671.9500 NICOMUSA.COM 

RF 6pccicilticc® 
Group 

The most trusted Nautei 

dealer for 35 years 
Contact your local RF Specialties office 
for more information 

rfspecialties.com 

1=i2Litel 

GI -PCI 
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Service Guide Radio Equipment Products and Services 

V RSI  COMMUNICATIONS® 

.F. Cornrnunrations Software 
and E mineering Consteng 

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage 
maps, interference studies, and 
population reports with Probe 5" 

oft 

• AM Pro 2, used daily by FCC 
engineers, performs skywave and 
groundwave allocation studies and 
AM coverage mapping 

The Leader in Broadcast 
Engineering Software! 

•Find SIL broadcast auxiliary and 
Part 101 microwave frequencies 
and generate PCN letters with 
Microwave Pro TM 

•Map FM stations and find upgrade 
possibilities using FCC minimum 
separations and contour-to-contour 
methods with FMCommander" 

www.V-Soft.com - info@v-soft.com - 1-800-743-3684 

Bay Country Broadcast EquipmEnt 
Buy • Sell • Trade 

Your #1 Source for Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment 

View our latest list of equipment on-line at: 
www.baycountry.com 

(Website Updated Daily) 
All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee. 

Turn Your Excess Gear Into Cash 

Send your list to us and we will respond with our offer promptly. 

We only buy good working equipment with traceable serial numbers. 

Send Your List Today— sales@baycounty.com -or- Fax 443-596-0212 

E-mail: sales@baycountry.com 
877-722-1031 (Toll Free) 443-596-0212 ( Fax) 
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore. MD 21220 

RFENGINEERS, INC. 

• Tower Grounding 

& Lightning Protection 

• Coverage Modeling & Maps 

• RF Exposure Studies 
• FCC Applications 

Call us to discuss your 

project needs. 

352-367-1725 

rfengineers.com/services 

RIFE 
innovative 
solutions 

A 
Professional 
Engineering 

Company 

1111111111111w 1111111111111 
Broadcast Signal Lab 

With humble origins as Cambridge Crystals and 

Cambridge Thermionic in the 1940's, Rick Levy 

purchased and expanded the enterprise in 1982. 

As Broadcast Signal Lab, BSL came to include onsite 

transmitter measurements and calibrations, coverage 

maps and surveys, annual and periodically required 

measurements. RF safety surveys and compliance 

assistance, reports for inclusion with FCC filings, and 

off-air frequency measurement done from 

a NIST compliant laboratory. 

Calibrated test 
Equipment 

Rapid 
Response 

Insured 

45 Years 
Industry 

Experience 

BSL, LLC Broadcast Signal Lab, LLC 
P.O.Box 827 3 Jackson Park 

Gardner, MA 01440 
508-479-5278 cell 617-864-4298 office 
dpeabody@broadcastsignallab.com 

TRANSMITTING 

CAPACITORS 
MICA-VACUUM-CERAMIC 

INTERNACIONAL 

(760) 438-4420 
LINK@SURCOM.COM 

AM-FM 
Transmitters 

Pre-Owned Units 

40 Years of Service 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Ron Malany — Owner 

321-960-4001 • sales©Besco-Int.com 

TLM-2 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR 
Total Monitoring for Older Lighting Systems 

A microprocessor based system designed to monitor the 
status of FAA type A incandescent tower lights. 

• Individual alarms for photocell, flasher, beacon & marker. 

• Status outputs for lights on/off and beacon on/off. 

• LED indicators for each alarm and status output. 

• Opto-isolated fail-safe outputs for each alarm. 

• Easy setup — one button calibration. 

• Installs at the circuit breaker panel. 

• Available through broadcast distributors 

FM Services 
www.towermonitor.com • 336-667-7091 

Doug Vernier 
Telecommunications Consultants 

4 FCC Applications for AM, 
FM, TV, DTV, LPTV, SIL 

4 Upgrade and Due 
Diligence Analysis 

4 Frequency Searches 

Vw.59f,t, 

ww.v-soft.com consultIng@v-soft.com 800-743-3684 

• Site Relocations 

Propagation Prediction 
with Custom Mapping 

4 Demographic Analysis 

4 Directional Antenna 
Design 

‘+. I Soltware' 
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YOUR ULTIMATE 

SU LY & SERVICE SOLUTION 

• • • 

o 

Design 8. Integratio Repairs 8. On-Site Service CaLs 

e 

LIGHTNER ELECTRONICS www.lightnereiecironics.com 
• Toll Free 1-866-239-3888 Shop online www.broadcastaysales.com 

• Buy or Sell Your Used Equipment 

• Place as Many Ads as You Like 
• FREE! - There's Never Any Charge j 

Antenna,' [ 0] 

Aadio Amplifiers [ 0] 

, Audio Delay [ 0) 

Audio Editing [e] 

Polo Processing [ 0] 

Audio Routing : 0] 

Audio Storage [ 0] 

Actonwitioa 1511, 

Codecs & AoIP 101 

Computers & IT [ 0; 

Consoles & Mixers ID] 

Directional Gear [ 0] 

FAS Gear [ 0] 

Exciters & Gens. [ C] 

Furniture it Racks [ C] 

Grotutdieweea....Wiregile, 

Internet & Stream [ 0] 

Microphones [0] 

Monitors & Rcyrs [ 0] 

hone & Hybrids [ 0] 

ROS, RODS, SCA [0] 

Recorcer & Player [ 0] 

Remote Control [ 0] 

RF & IIV Equip.I0j 

SU, RPU, TSL [ 01 

Satellite Gear [ 0] 

Speakers & Phones [ 3] 

Iime7s & Clocks [ 0] 

tools & Test Gear [ 0] 

Towers & Coax [ 0] 

Transmitters [ 0] 

MISC OTHER 10] 

Powored by Lledis Magazine<. Inc • Publisher of 

• End Users - Buy or Seii Used Equipment - No Limit! 

• Manufacturers - Sell Yolir Demos and Overstock 

• Enter and Edit Your Ovin Ads - Include Your Photos 

• Thousands of Users - Sell Your Gear Right Away 

• Always Free - Never a Charge - Buying or Selling 
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Everyone loves a good story, and as true success stories 
go, this is one of the best I've come across. Our story starts in 
Huron South Da-
kota. According to 
Wikipedia, the 
greater Huron SD 
area is now home 
to about 30,000 
people and also 
home to the worlds 
largest pheasant. I 
couldn't resist in-
cluding a photo. 

Huron has three public elementary schools, one middle 
school, and one high school. 

It's 1994 and Huron High School is where we meet 
student John Small. Huron is also home to Radio Stations, 
KOKK, 1210 kHz and KIJV. John managed to land a job on 
air, on he afternoon Oldies Show on KIJV while still in 
school, but his interest in radio dated back to a fifth grade field 
trip to KIN. When he got his first job at the station, the news 
director said that he remembered John from the field trip. John 
recalls asking him how he could remember one kid out of the 
whole group. The KIJV News Director replied, "You asked 
more questions on your own than any other entire class tour." 
Our story will circle back to KIJV later. 

After High School and like the Harry Chapin song, WOLD, 
John Small worked for several Mid-West radio stations. He's 
been the morning man, the program director, a salesman and 
eventually working 
up into station 
management — al-
ways with an inter-
est in engineering. 
John said he knew 
just enough about 
technical stuff to 
"keep him in 
trouble," as he put 
it during our inter-
view. It was a move 
from South Dakota 
to Iowa that might 
have been fate or destiny, for it was there that John met Heidi. 
I'm not sure of the exact timeline but we know than John and 
Heidi became husband and wife. After that, a job in Nebraska 
radio added to his resume, and it was back to South Dakota. 

jen and Heide Small 

»-

Heidi used to "play radio" as a child and for her pretend 
radio station she picked the call sign KZOY. Fast forward to 
2010 when dreams started coming true for the Small couple. 
They bought an AM Daytime radio station in Sioux Falls, they 
added an FM Translator at the same time and yep, you guessed 
it, they got the call letters, KZOY, aka: Sunny Radio, Faith, 
Freedom and The Best Music From The 80's & 90's. 

The station had in place some fairly old equipment 
including a Harris MW-1A Transmitter. I found a picture on 
the net. This is not a photo of ICZOY's unit, but it was actually 
a photo from WINE in Connecticut. Photo courtesy of website: 
https://www.engineeriagradio.us 

If you'll indulge me a short side-story, I was fairly new 
to engineering when I had to install a brand new Harris 
MW-1A. The older 
tube Gates transmit-
ter was fried and we 
could only coax 79 
Watts out of it using 
a vacuum variable ca-
pacitor we borrowed 
from a local HAM op-
erator. We waited for 
weeks for the new 
transmitter to arrive. 
I took the manual 
home and studied ev-
ery page, then one 
night, went to the 
transmitter site to in-
stall it. The install 
went smooth and seamless until I powered it up — it was on 
the air, I could hear the carrier, but not one meter was 
operating. I lifted the top meter bridge and looked inside. 
All the wires were in place, so I called the factory and was 
transferred to the overnight on-call engineer. After spend-
ing three hours on the phone trying everything he suggested, 
he finally said, "Did you remove the meter shorting wires?" 
"Meter shorting Wires," I echoed. I swear there was no 
mention of this in the book anywhere, but I looked closer 
this time and hidden at the very top of each meter there was 
a black in color, small stiff clip across each meter, shorting 
it out. I flicked them out with my needle nosed pliers, and 
I'll admit to saying some not so nice words as I was doing 
it. I fired it up and all the meters came to life. Back on the 
phone I reported success but that those instructions were 
really not anywhere in the book. He said, "Oh yeah, we ship 
all new transmitters with shorting wires." 

Back to our Small story, John told me that their MW- IA 
was struck by lightning in 2013, so they took this opportu-
nity to replace it with a new Nautel J-1000 and they updated 
all of the audio chain at the same time. The J100 is a rack 
mountable, small format AM transmitter which can be field 
tuned to any frequency. It has great sound and is very 
dependable, however I have one complaint about it. The 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Hamline Ave. N.. Shoreview, MN 55126 

• AM/FM/NCE Applications 

• Allocation and Upgrade Studies 

• Pre-Purchase Inspections 

• ANSI and NRSC Measurements 

651-784-7445 
• Tower Detuning 

• Intermodulation Studies 

• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 

• AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments 

Fax (651) 784-7541 E-mail: infei owleflp. om "Member AFCCE" 

center front cover 
must be removed 
fairly often to clean 
the little foam air fil-
ters. I think Nautel 
should consider an 
update to the way the 
cover is mounted. 

Their FM trans-
lator was originally 
99 Watts on 92.1 FM 
and they accom-
plished that with a 
Crown 250W trans-
mitter. In 2016 they 
used the 250 Mile rule to move to a different frequency and 
increased power to 250 Watts. Now at 93.3, they have a BW 
Broadcast 600W transmitter that kicks out great audio to their 
Armstrong an4nna. 

When the Bmalls bought the station in 2010, their friends 
encouraged the couple to work together, because they have such 
a fun give-and-take type of chemistry during their conversa-
tions. They started doing a live morning show together and 
while John was a seasoned air talent, Heidi had never worked 
in radio, let alone being on the air. The "Husband and Wife" 
morning show vas a hit locally and many people could relate to 
their relationship. An opportunity for expansion came along in 
2014 when they purchased a station in Sioux City Iowa. 
Suddenly they needed to provide programming to the new 
location and John got the idea that perhaps other stations would 
like to take the "Husband and Wife Morning Show." 

John made a half dozen calls to radio stations and 
CloudcastRadio.com was born. The show elements started 
sharing with an FTP delivery and now is also available on 
Dropbox. 

It all started with "The John & Heidi Show" but now they 
also offer shows from Cindy Scott, Chris Russell and Terry Dean. 
These shows offer 10 breaks each weekday, while the John and 
Heidi show offers 12 breaks each weekday and a weekend 
version that can run on Saturday or Sunday. All on a barter basis 
with details at www.eloudeastradio.com Remember KIJV in 
Huron? They also are now taking the John & Heidi Show. 

"The John ald Heidi Show is on about 275 stations today 
from AM & FM stations to LPFM and even Internet stations. 
Most of these stations are in the United States, but we have a 
few in Canada, ngland, Australia and New Zealand. We 
also discovered that we're on at least one station in Africa," 
John stated. 

Now you know why Small has made it Big. He also offers 
a couple of short form shows like the one minute "Market 
Beat" and "Motivation Minute," both of which I added to the 
format of KHJ FM, the LPFM I operate in Albany OR. 
www.khjfm.com is the website. 

Ron Erickson may be reached at 541-460-0249 or at 
ronerickson@gmx.com 

3 -2 4 i-2 -1-5 5- -B 

Accurately generate time code with ESE's Master Clock via the 12-channel GPS 
receiver and output multiple types of Time Code, SMPTE-LTC/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, 
ASCII (RS-232 & USED, and an extremely accurate ,PPS signal. Further reliability with 
dual battery back-up, and new control panel software. ESE's NTP6 feature provides 
an NTP server compatible with the latest version of Internet Protocol, IPv6. You can 
also easily interface with new or existing computers, automation and clock systems. 

Visit www.ese-web.com for all your time synchronization needs. +1-310-322-2136 

www.ese-web.com 
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¡NM. STAgE 
RADIO ROUNDUP 
The Radio Guide Event Register 

Email your dates and info to: radio@rconnect.com 

Texas Association of Broadcasters (TAB) 
August 3-4, 2021 
.1/\/ Marriot Downtown — Austin, Texas 
www.tab.org/convention-and-trade-show 

Alabama Broadcasters Association Convention 
August 13-14, 2021 
Ross Bridge Resort, Birmingham, Alabama 
https://al-ba.com/wp2/aba-2021-conference/ 

WBA Broadcasters Clinic 
September 8-12, 2021 
Madison Marriot West, Madison, Wisconsin 
nttps:www.wi-broadcasters.org 

2021 NAB Show NEW DATE 
October 9-13, 2021 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
www.nabshow.com 

2021 NAB Radio Show NEW DATE 
October 13-14, 2021 
...as Vegas, Nevada 
www.radioshowweb.com 

Midwest Broadcast & MultimediaTechnology Conf. 
November 17, 2021 
Columbus Convention Center — Columbus, Ohio 
http://www.rnbmtc.oab.org 
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PHASE TEK INC. 
Custom Phasing Systems 

Phasetek, Inc. is dedicated to provide 

the broadcast industry high quality 

AM Phasing and Branching systems, 

Antenna Tuning units, Multiplexers, 

and RF components. 

Phone: 215-536-6648 

sales@phasetekinc.com 

www.phasetekinc.com 

GRAHAM STUDIOS 
Broadcast Furniture 

866-481 6696 I www.grahom-studios.com 
mrtnew.ifteppOrtr00i0.cOrre 

Remote Reboot of AC Powered Devices 

Stackley 
Devices 

L.LC 

(609) 
647 
9677 

RemOutlet 
Reboot 
Mini 
$179 

Adjustable 
Power 

OFF Time 

mAnAr.RemOutlet®.com 

Smarter GPIO Conversion 

"." 1".". 

Smart Relay 4 G2 Four Channel Smart GPIO Converter 
The Smart Relay 4 G2 provides four independent GPIO interfaces in one box, each 

equipped with two optically isolated inputs (wet or dry) and a 2PDT relay output. It is perfect 
for converting logic levels to contact closures, boolean functions, and pulse stretching 
(delays) from 50tris to 99 hours. 

. 
inieglesst Toots is a Veteran Owned Busress 

Designed, Assembled and Supported 
in WA State, USA. 

E., . www.broadcasgools corn 

ase 

BROADCAST» 

tools 
PROBLEM SOLVED 
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The Reporter.   
Remotes are hard. After hauling out the kit, connecting everything, 
searching for power, finding working Internet, double-checking the 
algorithms and bit rate, you call the studio and wonder if it'll work. 

Meet CallMe. No kits to carry, cables to pull, or apps to install; it runs in the 
browser on any smartphone, tablet or computer. Ah — we hear your gears 
turning. That's right: everyone has a broadcast codec in their pocket, on 
their desk, or in their bag. And they already know how to use it! 

Imagine texting or emailing anyone on the planet a link. They click it, and 
they're instantly in your studio. Use it for breaking news, artist interviews, 
VIP guests, sporting events, sponsored promotions. Use your imagination. 
You even get your own custom-branded Web portal for listeners. 

The Anchor. 
The studio side of CallMe is this brilliant little box. Notice the lack 
of buttons and screens? There's nothing to adjust, no menu trees to 
climb, no parameters to twiddle. That's because it's designed to do 
exactly one thing: make fast, flawless IP audio connections. And the 
sound quality is amazing, thanks to the OPUS algorithm. Rock-solid, 
reliable, and ready for air. 

And since you're wondering, yes. CallMe is compatible with pretty 
much all of the other codecs out there — even those needlessly 
complex and expensive ones. 

Visit AngryAudio.com/callme to learn more. 

e www.angryaudio.com 




